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Abstract
The development of tunable waveguide components for systems that require multifunctiona-
lity, at terahertz frequencies is investigated using the photoconductivity effect. Specifically,
by the photo-generation of free charged carriers highly conducting plasma regions are cre-
ated and by changing the light pattern in real time, various tunable components can be
implemented.
The aim of this thesis is to present a novel reconfigurable optically-controlled terahertz
waveguide switch as an illustrative example of this approach, addressing the challenges and
limitations involved in simulation, implementation and measurement of such devices and is
organised in the following chapters.
Chapter 1 gives the background theory of the fundamental principles of optoelectronic
devices and presents a literature survey of existing optically-controlled structures across a
wide frequency spectrum.
Chapter 2 presents a comparative study of four commercial software packages with the
aim to show that it is not always straightforward to select the most appropriate boundary
conditions and define a materials parameter within a software when terahertz structures are
modelled. A study of various modelling approaches using commercially-available software
packages has been undertaken; a number of approaches have been identified and the most
appropriate solutions are indicated.
Chapter 3 presents a microwave plasma switch as a proof-of-concept scaled demonstra-
tor. In this preliminary experiment a metal pipe rectangular waveguide (similar to WR-650
standard) has been implemented, which can be reconfigured as an ON-OFF switch using
a plasma column formed by commercially available discharge tubes. This provides a good
starting point for more sophisticated devices as presented in the following chapters.
In Chapter 4 a novel optically-controlled waveguide plasma switch for terahertz appli-
cations is presented. The switch is excited by a continuous wave (CW) laser source and
the photoconductivity profile, due to the laser illumination, is described in detail. The per-
formance of the switch is studied by means of full-wave numerical simulations and various
parametric studies are undertaken to provide physical insight in the device performance.
The thermal characteristics of the device are also investigated.
Chapter 5 gives in detail the processing steps for the microfabrication of various proto-
types with the assembly of the prototypes being also discussed. The waveguide experimental
setup is described in detail and the measurement results obtained are presented. In partic-
ular, emphasis has been given on the alignment of the devices with the Vector Network
Analyser waveguide heads.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives a summary of the work presented in this thesis and potentially
new research directions are indicated as future work.
ix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Metal Pipe Rectangular Waveguides (MPRWG) are essential components in many high-
performance systems operating across a wide frequency spectrum; from microwaves to ter-
ahertz waves. First introduced well over a century ago, the behaviour of the rectangular
waveguides is well understood, while their simple structure makes their fabrication rela-
tively easy. Recently, with the commercial development of Vector Network Analyser (VNA)
systems operating up to 1.1 THz they have attracted renewed interest. However, a current
limitation at this frequency range is the lack of real-time tunable rectangular waveguide
components.
An efficient way to deal with the above problem is the use of the photoconductivity ef-
fect. This optoelectronic approach has already been used for optically-controlled microwave
and millimetre-wave devices (i.e. sub-picosecond switches) because it provides several ad-
vantages such as fast response time, immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and
the possibility for monolithic integration with other components. This approach can be im-
plemented with the use of short laser pulses or continuous wave illumination. In the latter
case, the carrier diffusion and surface recombination processes have a significant effect on
the induced photoconductivity, resulting in higher induced carrier concentration and thus
higher photoconductivity. Also, longer plasma penetration depth is obtained and hence bulk
plasma regions can be generated within a semiconductor material. Thus, with the use of high
resistivity semiconductor materials with high carrier lifetimes (e.g. high resistivity silicon)
high photoconductivity can be achieved.
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to use the concept of the photoconduc-
tivity effect for the development of a terahertz optically-controlled waveguide switch as an
illustrative example of this approach. First, a very exhaustive study of the full-wave simu-
lation approaches is undertaken in order to investigate the weaknesses and limitations with
commercially-available solvers. Moreover, at these high frequencies, manufacturing toler-
ances affect the device performance significantly; therefore, the limitations posed both by
the current fabrication methods and the device requirements have to be taken into account.
In addition, particular emphasis needs to be given on potential alignment issues. A fur-
ther issue of the thermal challenges posed by the laser illumination need to be considered.
Thus, the thermal characteristics of such devices need to be studied in conjunction with the
illuminating power. Hence, a trade-off is required for improved device performance.
In this chapter a discussion of the fundamental principles of the laser excitation effects
in a semiconductor material is presented in order to obtain a better understanding of the
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Figure 1.1: Cross-sectional illustration of a very long uniform semiconductor slab, uniformly
illuminated by a CW optical source over a region of length δ at its center.
basics of optoelectronic devices. The aim of this section is to present a brief introduction of
the various topics that will be used in the following chapters. A literature survey of existing
optically-controlled structures across a wide frequency spectrum is also presented.
1.1 Background Theory
The operation of optoelectronic devices is based on the photo-generation of free electron-
hole pairs within an illuminated semiconductor region when the photon energy is similar
or larger than the semiconductor band-gap energy [1, 2]. Due to the laser excitation, the
semiconductor is not in the equilibrium state, and hence effects on the electrons and holes
motion, such as drift, diffusion and recombination occur. Drift of photo-excited carriers is
the result of an electric field, diffusion is related to the random thermal motion due to the
non-uniform spatial concentration, and recombination occurs so that both carriers return to
equilibrium concentrations. Some of the general terms used to describe the above processes
are briefly explained in the next sections where the distribution of photoconductivity within
an illuminated semiconductor is studied. In specific, a simplified analysis will be used where
the two dimensional distribution ∆σpx, yq is approximated by the product of the horizontal
and vertical profiles σpxq and σpyq with each of them calculated assuming an excitation model
with perfect one-dimensional carrier flow [3].
1.1.1 Horizontal Distribution of Photoconductivity
Generally, in a semiconductor the total charge density is given by [1, 2]
ρ “ epND ´NA ` p0 ´ n0q (1.1)
where ND and NA is the charge of the excess donors and acceptors respectively in an extrinsic
semiconductor and p0, n0 are the bulk concentrations of the free holes and electron carriers
respectively. In a uniformly doped material at thermal equilibrium ρ “ 0. In the more
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specific case of an intrinsic semiconductor, it can be assumed that ND “ NA “ 0 and n0 » p0.
If an intrinsic semiconductor slab is illuminated uniformly by a continuous-wave light over
a region of length δ, producing hole-electron pairs at a rate g pairs{m3s the charge density is
ρ “ erpp0 ` p1q ´ pn0 ` n1qs (1.2)
with n1 and p1 being the photo-induced carrier densities. Due to the laser illumination
(Fig. 1.1), hole and electron diffusion currents will flow in opposite directions, while hole
and electron drift currents will flow in the same direction. To this end, it is assumed that
the resulting effect of the non-equilibrium processes taking place is a superposition of the
individual effects and the results are linearly dependent on their causes, with no thermo-
electric effects occurring. Thus, the current densities of electrons and holes produced, are
given by the relations [1, 2]
Jh “ eµhpE ´ eDh∇p (1.3)
Je “ eµenE ` eDe∇n (1.4)
J “ Je ` Jh (1.5)
where n “ n0 ` n1, p “ p0 ` p1 is the total electron and hole density, µe, µh is the electron
and hole mobility and De “ µekBT
e
, Dh “ µhkBT
e
the electron and hole diffusion coefficients
respectively (with kB being the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature). Now,
in a semiconductor substrate with uniform bulk carrier density, the equilibrium concentra-
tions n0 and p0 are not functions of position. Thus, with the assumption that there is no
carrier flow in the y-direction, the above equations for a one-dimensional problem (in x-axis
direction) can be written as
Jh “ eµhpE ´ eDhdp
1
dx
(1.6)
Je “ eµenE ` eDedn
1
dx
(1.7)
With the condition that there is no external bias applied to the semiconductor slab J “ 0.
To this end, if it is assumed that n1 and p1 differ very little at every point, there is expected
to be little difference between dp1{dx and dn1{dx and hence, the diffusion terms Depdn1{dxq
and Dhpdp1{dxq of (1.6) and (1.7) are of comparable magnitudes. Also, with n » p, and with
µe and µp being comparable, the drift and diffusion terms for both electrons and holes may
be comparable too.
Apart from drift and diffusion phenomena taking place due to the photoexcitation of a
semiconductor, recombination of the excess free carriers also occurs so that the system can
return back to the equilibrium state. In specific, a semiconductor region with thickness ∆x
and cross section A is assumed, where carriers (e.g. holes) flow into the region (across the x
plane) with an incoming current density Jhpxq and at the same time flow out (across the x`∆x
plane) with an outgoing current density Jhpx ` ∆xq, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Due to optical
excitation, free carriers (i.e. hole-electron pairs) are generated inside the semiconductor
with a generation rate g while the excess carriers recombine inside the semiconductor with a
recombination rate [1] rh “ p
1
τh
and re “ n
1
τe
, where p1 and n1 is the excess holes and electrons
density respectively (i.e. p1 “ p´ p0, n1 “ n´ n0) and τh, τe is the holes and electrons lifetime
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of the continuity equation.
respectively. As a result of the above processes, the increase in the holes density per unit
time Bp{Bt is equal to [1, 2]
Bp
Bt “
1
e
Jhpxq ´ Jhpx`∆xq
∆x
` g ´ p
1
τh
(1.8)
With ∆xÑ 0 and assuming that the bulk carrier densities n0 and p0 are independent of time,
the current change can be written in the form [1]
Bp1
Bt “ ´
1
e
BJh
Bx ` g ´
p1
τh
(1.9)
Thus, the continuity equations for both holes and electrons are
Bp1
Bt “ ´
1
e
BJh
Bx ` g ´
p1
τh
(1.10)
Bn1
Bt “
1
e
BJe
Bx ` g ´
n1
τe
(1.11)
Using (1.6) and (1.7) and the fact that Bp1{Bt “ Bn1{Bt “ 0 in the steady state, the
continuity equations (1.10) and (1.11) yield
Dh
d2p1
dx2
´ µhdppEq
dx
` g ´ p
1
τh
“0 (1.12)
De
d2n1
dx2
` µedpnEq
dx
` g ´ n
1
τe
“0 (1.13)
Now, multiplying (1.12) with µen and (1.13) with µhp and adding the equations one gets
pµenDh ` µhpDeqd
2p1
dx2
` pµeµhqpp´ nqEdp
1
dx
` pµen` µhpq
„
g ´
ˆ
p1
τh
` n
1
τe
˙
“ 0 (1.14)
when n1 » p1 and taking into account that n0 and p0 are not spatially dependent. After
dividing (1.14) by µen` µhp, it can be written as
Da
d2p1
dx2
` µaEdp
1
dx
` g ´
ˆ
p1
τh
` n
1
τe
˙
“ 0 (1.15)
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where Da “ µenDh ` µhpDe
µen` µhp is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and µa “
µeµhpp´ nq
µen` µhp is
the ambipolar mobility. Equation (1.15) is the ambipolar transport equation describing the
behaviour of excess carriers (both electrons and holes). Using the relation
µe
De
“ µh
Dh
“
e
kBT
the ambipolar diffusion coefficient becomes Da “ DeDhpn` pq
nDe ` pDh , which for an intrinsic
semiconductor (i.e. n0 “ p0) reduces to Da “ 2DeDh
De `Dh . For an intrinsic semiconductor with
n0 “ p0 and the assumption that n1 » p1 the second term in (1.15) can be neglected. Moreover,
in the region x ą δ{2 where there is no light, g “ 0, (1.15) reduces to
d2p1
dx2
´ p
1
Daτa
“ 0, for x ą δ{2 (1.16)
where τa “ τeτh
τe ` τh is the ambipolar lifetime. The solution of (1.16) should be equal to zero
at xÑ8 since the light source must vanish in great distance, so the solution is
p1 “ Be´x{La , for x ą δ{2 (1.17)
where La “ ?Daτa is the ambipolar diffusion length and B is a constant. In the region where
the light generates carrier pairs (0 ă x ă δ{2) at a constant rate g, from (1.15)
d2p1
dx2
´ p
1
L2a
“ ´ g
Da
, for 0 ă x ă δ{2 (1.18)
The solution of this equation is
p1 “ Ce´x{La `Dex{La ` gτa, for 0 ă x ă δ{2 (1.19)
The current should vanish at x “ 0 because otherwise, due to symmetry, a current source at
x “ 0 would be implied. Thus, the continuity equation would require a finite generation or
recombination rate from a zero volume at x “ 0 (Fig. 1.1), which can’t be true. With this
observation it can be calculated that [1]
C “ D (1.20)
Similarly, from the current continuity at the plane x “ δ{2 follows that [1]
B “ Cp1´ eδ{Laq (1.21)
Moreover, at the plane x “ δ{2 the total hole concentration p “ p0`p1 must also be continuous
and therefore with p0 being constant, the hole concentration given by (1.17) and (1.19) must
agree. Thus, from (1.17), (1.19), (1.20) and (1.21) the following expression is obtained at
x “ δ{2
C “ ´gτa
2
e´δ{2La (1.22)
Therefore, the equation for the hole concentration is [1, 4]
p1pxq “
$’’’&’’’%
gτa
ˆ
1´ e´δ{2La cosh x
La
˙
, for 0 ď x ă δ{2 (1.23a)
gτa
ˆ
sinh
δ
2La
˙
e´x{La , for x ě δ{2 (1.23b)
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Thus, when there is no carrier flow in the y-direction and with the photoconductivity of
a semiconductor given by the expression σ “ epn1µe`p1µhq p
1»n1ùñ σ “ ep1pµh`µeq, the horizontal
distribution of the photoconductivity can be calculated using (1.23) as [1–4]:
σpxq “
$’’’&’’’%
σm
„
1´ e´ δ2La cosh
ˆ
x
La
˙
, for 0 ď x ď δ
2
(1.24a)
σm
„
e´
x
La sinh
ˆ
δ
2La
˙
, for
δ
2
ď x ď 8 (1.24b)
where σm is the maximum photoconductivity at x “ 0 and La “
c
2τaµeµh
µe ` µh
kBT
e
being
the ambipolar diffusion length corresponding to the ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da “
2DeDh{pDe `Dhq as explained above.
1.1.2 Vertical Distribution of Photoconductivity
In order to calculate the carrier density distribution in the y-direction (Fig. 1.1) a negligible
carrier flow in the x-direction is assumed, with all other assumptions mentioned above still
holding true. From the continuity equation (with trapping effects being neglected) [2]:
Da
d2p1
dy2
´ p
1
τa
“ gpyq (1.25)
Due to the large value of the high resistivity silicon absorption coefficient and with a thickness
of a few hundreds of microns it can be assumed that w " 1{a and w " La where w is the
thickness of the wafer and a is the absorption coefficient, the solution of (1.25) is of the
form [2]:
p1 “ Fe´y{La ´ τagpyqpL2aa2 ´ 1q (1.26)
where F is a constant which can be determined from the boundary condition at the surface
of the semiconductor (y “ 0)
Da
Bp1
By

y“0
“ vsp1 (1.27)
where vs is the surface recombination velocity. The carrier generation rate is given from the
expression [2]
gpyq “ aQpyq “ ap1´RλqQe´ay “ aQ0e´ay (1.28)
where Rλ is the reflectivity and Q0 the photon flux penetrating the surface into the interior
of the semiconductor given by the expression [2]
Q0 “ Qp1´Rλq (1.29)
The photon flux incident on the surface Q can be calculated from the expression
Q “ PSλ
EphA
“ PSλphc
λ
qA “
PSλλ
hcA
rphotons{cm2secs (1.30)
where P is the illumination power incident on the surface of the semiconductor, Sλ is the
photosensitivity of the semiconductor at the illumination wavelength, Eph is the photon
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energy and A is the illumination area. Substituting (1.26) and (1.28) into (1.27) the constant
F is calculated as
F “ LaQ0apτavs ` aL
2
aq
pa2L2a ´ 1qpDa ` vsLaq (1.31)
Inserting the expression for F into (1.26) the vertical distribution of the excess carrier density
inside the semiconductor is given by [2]
p1 “ Q0ap1´ a2L2aq
"
τae
´ay ´
„
La
Da ` vsLa
`
τavs ` aL2a
˘
e´y{La
*
(1.32)
Using (1.32) and the expression for the photoconductivity σ “ epp1µh`n1µeq p
1»n1ùñ σ “ ep1pµh`
µeq one gets [2, 3]
σpyq “ epµh ` µeq Q0aτap1´ a2L2aq
"
e´ay ´
„
La
τpDa ` vsLaq
`
τavs ` aL2a
˘
e´y{La
*
(1.33)
From (1.29), (1.30) and (1.33) the expression for the photoconductivity is
σpyq “ σ0p1´ a2L2aq
"
e´ay ´ τavs ` aL
2
a
τapLa ` vsτaqe
´y{La
*
(1.34)
where σ0 “ q
hc
pµe ` µhqp1´RλqaλPSλτa
A
.
From the above, the photoconductivity distribution inside the semiconductor can be ap-
proximately given by σpx, yq “ σpxqσpyq
σ0
and thus the photoconductivity σm can be calculated
using as [3]
σm “ σ0p1` aLaq
„
1
aLa
ˆ
τavs ` aL2a
τavs ` La
˙´aLa{p1´aLaq
(1.35)
In the above discussion the expressions for the induced photoconductivity inside an intrin-
sic semiconductor region at continuous-wave laser excitation are given. Although, a more
accurate analysis solving the 2D continuity equations for the excess carrier density can be
obtained, with this more simplified model a good approximation of the photoconductivity
profile can be obtained.
1.2 Optically-Controlled Structures
1.2.1 Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Devices
The use of photo-induced plasma in semiconductors for optically-controlled structures has
been exploited over the last decades as a means of developing tunable integrated devices (i.e.
subpicosecond switches) at microwave, millimeter-wave and optical frequencies. This ap-
proach uses the photoconductivity effect to control the operation of such devices either with
picosecond optical pulses [4–9] or continuous wave (CW) and quasi-CW illumination [10–
12]. For the first time, in 1972, Jayaman and Lee investigated the photoconductivity effect
in GaAs crystals as a result of picosecond laser illumination [5]. After this work Auston
presented a picosecond optoelectronic switch for DC signals [6] which was further extended
for microwave signals by Johnson and Auston in 1975 [7]. The switch performance is con-
trolled by short optical pulses focused onto a microstrip gap; in this device however different
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Figure 1.3: Microwave optoelectronic switch the operation of which is produced by two
picosecond optical pulses, each one corresponding to a different absorption depth (SPS:
signal pulse selector, KDP: crystal for second harmonic generation, BS: beam splitter) [7]
wavelength pulses are used for the two states of the switch. The infrared pulse is generated
by extracting a single pulse from a train produced by a mode-locked Nd:glass laser. The
green pulse is produced by second harmonic generation in a potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KDP) crystal. The pulses are then seperated in a beamsplitter and the infrared pulse is
delayed relative to the green pulse. The microwave input signal is transmitted when the
substrate is illuminated by the short green laser pulse, which produces a thin layer of photo-
conductivity near the surface. On the other hand, the signal is reflected when illuminated by
the infrared pulse and hence, a region with bulk high photoconductivity across the substrate
is created (Fig. 1.3).
In contrast to previous research on single-gap structures, where both turn-on and turn-
off processes are obtained at the same region of the substrate, in 1976 Platte, based on
Auston’s method, reported a combined gap-shunt microstrip structure fabricated on a silicon
substrate for high-speed switching and gating [8]. In this device, the turn-on and turn-off
processes occur in different regions in the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1.4, by picosecond
optical pulses of the same wavelength. When a turn-on pulse is focused on the microstrip
gap the absorbed radiation results in a high photoconductivity region within the excited
semiconductor and hence transmission occurs through the microstrip line. A delayed turn-
off pulse is focused on the semiconductor shunt structure. Thus, the microstrip line is
short-circuited preventing further transmission. With this technique, the turn-off time is
independent of the carrier recombination time. Also, by using two optical pulses of the same
wavelength a more simplified controlling optical technique is obtained.
In comparison with the above mentioned optically-controlled structures, where top-side
excitation is employed, there has been proposed an alternative method via substrate-edge
excitation [13, 14]. In this case, an open-ended GaAs microstrip section is illuminated by
short laser pulses which are perpendicular to the microstrip cross section, as shown in Fig.
1.5. With no optical illumination, the input signal propagates along the microstrip line with-
out significant attenuation and is reflected at the open end of the microstrip. It then passes
through the microstrip section for the second time and reenters the circulator. When the
device is optically excited with short laser pulses an exponentially decaying photoconduc-
tivity is generated between the strip and the ground plane, with the carrier diffusion being
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Figure 1.4: Combined gap-shunt microstrip structure [8]
Figure 1.5: Substrate-edge excited optoelectronic microwave switch. [13].
neglected. Thus, the microwave signal is fully absorbed within this plasma region, which
operates like a lossy tapered transmission line, causing zero level at port 2 of the circulator.
From the above it is clear that the ON and OFF states of this device are inverted compared
to top-side illuminated switches. Also, this switch requires lower pulse intensity returning
automatically to its ON state due to the fast recombination time of the GaAs substrate.
However, the need for a circulator or for the signal to be absorbed in the tapered plasma
region could result in some variation in performance with frequency.
Moreover, with the design of optoelectronic switches having received much attention,
the development of systems for measurements on high-speed devices (i.e. switching time
of picosecond switching devices) was necessary. With the principle of operation based on
Auston’s work, a 10ps optoelectronic sampling system has been presented in [15]. An ex-
tension of this sampling system was presented by Everard et al. where the utilisation of
already available picosecond optoelectronic switches for the development of three practical
sampling systems has been presented [16]. In the first system two optical pulses with 10
ps duration and different wavelengths are used. In the final system a very low power laser
source was used creating a 300 ps sampling system providing a much wider dynamic range
than a conventional one.
While, there has been extensive research on microwave optoelectronic devices using pi-
cosecond laser illumination, mainly due to their picosecond precision, high-speed control
and simplicity of operation, an alternative approach, of CW illumination has been inves-
tigated [3, 17–19]. As an example, a microwave Bragg reflecting filter where the grating
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: (a) Microwave Bragg filter illuminated by a fiber bundle array (b) Cross section of
the molding head and the corresponding photoconductivity profile when the carrier diffusion
is neglected [17].
Figure 1.7: Millimeter-wave optically controlled phase shifter [20].
elements are produced by the periodic illumination of a silicon coplanar waveguide has been
studied [17]. In this device an LED-fed fiber array generates photo-induced carriers inside
the semiconductor with a periodic distribution and thus by changing the light pattern the
operating center frequency of the filter is adjusted, as shown in Fig. 1.6
With microwave optoelectronic devices being the starting point and with increasing com-
mercial interest in the frequency range from 30 GHz to 300 GHz further research was con-
ducted on the optical control of millimetre-wave and sub-millimetre wave devices for a variety
of applications such as phase shifters, frequency modulators and filters [20–25]. This new
approach was applied for the first time by Lee, Mak and Defonzo in 1980 [20]. A millimeter-
wave optically controlled phase shifter was proposed, consisting of a rectangular dielectric
waveguide with tapered ends, minimizing the reflections as shown in Fig. 1.7. When the
device is optically excited by a laser pulse and the plasma density exceeds the value at which
the plasma frequency equals the frequency of the millimeter wave, an interaction between
the plasma and the propagating wave occurs. A further increase in the plasma density re-
sults in a decrease in the skin depth; when the skin depth is equal to the thickness of the
plasma layer, the illuminated region can be regarded as highly conductive and thus the di-
electric waveguide becomes an image line. The imaging effect causes the phase shift of the
propagating wave. As an extension to this method ultra-fast switching and gating has been
demonstrated.
Moreover, an extensive study of optically induced plasma interaction with millimeter
wave propagation in a slot line has been presented [21]. The proposed slot line configuration
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: (a) Optically controlled slot line with a photo-induced plasma layer (b) Experi-
mental demonstrator [21].
can also be used for the optical control of millimeter-wave attenuators and amplitude shift-
keying modulators over a wide frequency range using weak optical illumination. Illumination
from an array of seven LEDs at 870 nm was applied to induce optical plasma in the silicon
substrate in the slot region (Fig. 1.8). Thus, an attenuation of more than 20 dB can be
achieved with total optical power of 68 mW.
Apart from dielectric and coplanar waveguides which have been widely used for the
implementation of optically controlled millimeter-wave structures, alternative designs based
on rectangular metallic waveguides have been explored but only in preliminary stage. For
example, a millimeter-wave phase shifter (Fig. 1.9.) which consists of a W-band rectangular
metallic waveguide inhomogeneously filled with a rectangular semiconductor slab has been
presented [22]. The semiconductor is optically excited by 100 nsec laser pulses through an
aperture at the sidewall of the waveguide. A measured phase shift of 35o with 14 dB of
attenuation is obtained at 94 GHz. However, due to the large thickness of the silicon insert
(985 µm) multimode propagation occurs.
Similarly, in a more recent work, a design of a milimeter-wave waveguide switch has been
proposed [23]. The design presented, consists of a WR-10 metallic waveguide with a low
conductivity rectangular silicon slab inserted across the waveguide cross section, as shown
in Fig. 1.10. The silicon slab is illuminated with sub-nanosecond laser pulses at 1064 nm
via an optical fiber through a sidewall slot. From the measured results presented so far, the
operation frequency is at 94 GHz demonstrating an ON-OFF ratio of 30 dB over a narrow
bandwidth of 1 GHz. However, in contrast with this work, by illuminating the silicon slab
through the top and bottom walls (instead of the sidewalls), the interaction between the light
and the input millimeter-wave signal is expected to be more significant and thus a higher
ON-OFF ratio could be achieved.
1.2.2 Terahertz Optically-Controlled Components
With great commercial and research interest in the terahertz frequency spectrum increasing
research emphasis is placed on manipulation of propagating THz waves, with high demand
on components such as opto-THz switches, modulators and filters [26–33]. The technique
of using the photoconductivity effect in high-resistivity semiconductors, which has been
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Figure 1.9: Configuration of a W-band millimeter-wave phase shifter with dimensions d1 “
1555 µm and d2 ` d3 “ 985 µm [22].
Figure 1.10: Millimeter-wave (i.e. WR-10) waveguide switch including a sidewall slot for
laser excitation. [23].
extensively used for the development of tunable components at microwave and millimeter-
wave frequencies, shows a big potential for THz applications as well. With optical excitation,
free carriers are generated and thus strong interaction with THz waves is obtained resulting
in interesting phenomena that can be used for THz modulation and switching.
In 2007, a parallel-plate waveguide (PPWG) THz modulator was demonstrated [26]. In
this design the metal plates have been replaced with transparent conductive oxide films
allowing the high resistivity silicon slab inside the waveguide to be optically excited by a
CW laser source as shown in Fig. 1.11. With a laser power of 240 mW a 70% reduction of
the peak electric field is obtained.
Another approach, is the use of photonic crystal structures for the development of opto-
THz switches and modulators. A photonic crystal modulator for THz frequencies was demon-
strated by L. Fekete et al. [27], consisting a one-dimensional photonic crystal with a GaAs
wafer inserted in the middle as a defect layer. Illumination of the GaAs surface with 810
nm laser pulses results in ultrafast (approximately 110 ps) modulation of the THz incoming
wave, obtaining a modulation of 50%.
Moreover, the control of a THz transmission through periodic arrays of subwavelength
holes in thin metal films on a silicon substrate has been investigated [28]. As in the previous
device, a photoexcitation of short laser pulses (in this case 150 fs) is used to obtain ultrafast
switching with low visible light intensities.
With all the above advantages provided by the photoexcitation of semiconductors as a
means of controlling the propagation of THz waves, this concept has also been applied to the
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Figure 1.11: Sketch of the optical modulation setup. The incoming THz beam is coupled into
the oxide-coated silicon PPWG through an air-filled copper PPWG. The optical excitation
is provided by a 980 nm CW laser [26].
Figure 1.12: Sketch of a tunable metamaterial device. Left: Experimental configuration for
the measurement of THz transmission. Right: unit cell of the structure [29].
field of metamaterials. Specifically, by incorporating photoconductive semiconductors, as el-
ements of metamaterial resonators, the working frequency of the metamaterial resonator can
be tuned through photoexcited carrier generation. As an example, the design of an optically
implemented broadband blueshift switch with a tuning range of 26% has been presented
[29]. The device is based on electric-field-coupled inductor capacitor (ELC) resonators with
photoconductive silicon put within two side gaps of the metallic ELC resonator in each unit
cell (Fig. 1.12). Due to photoexcitation, the silicon becomes conductive and the structure
is forced to switch from mode 1 (lower frequency) to mode 2 (higher frequency).
Also, recently a novel substrate integrated waveguide technology was proposed. The
RETINA (Reconfigurable Terahertz Integrated Architecture) concept is based on the photo-
induced plasma that is extended from the top surface downwards towards the bottom surface
of the semiconductor [30, 31]. As an example, instead of a traditional rectangular waveguide
with metal sidewalls (i.e. WR-03), a RETINA structure can be used, in which the metal
sidewalls are replaced by photo-induced conducting sidewalls within a high-resistivity silicon
substrate (Fig. 1.13). By changing the light pattern on the surface of the substrate in real
time various tunable components can be produced.
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Figure 1.13: A RETINA waveguide and the plasma distribution inside the HRS substrate
by a single-sided illumination [30].
1.3 Conclusion
A brief introduction to the effects of a laser excitation in a semiconductor material has been
presented. Also, a comprehensive review of past and current attempts to design and realise
optically-controlled microwave, millimeter-wave and THz structures has been conducted.
With first attempts focused on the use of picosecond illumination, and later on with CW
illumination receiving an increasing research interest, various optoelectronic devices for mi-
crowave and millimeter wave applications have been proposed. However, only recently the
development of THz tunable components with the use of semiconductor structures, such as
PPWGs and photonic crystals has been investigated. With rising demand for reconfigurable
structures (e.g. switches and modulators) at the THz frequency range and with photo-
conductive semiconductors being a very attractive option, research in the emerging field of
optically-controlled THz devices is still an important issue.
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Chapter 2
Defining Material Parameters in
Electromagnetic Solvers for Arbitrary
THz Structures
In this chapter an exhaustive study of the full-wave simulation approaches is undertaken
in order to investigate the weaknesses and limitations with commercially-available solvers.
This is found to be necessary based on issues reported in the open literature and after
erroneous results obtained in the initial modelling of the devices. In general, frequency-
domain solvers are used extensively for modelling arbitrary terahertz structures. Four well-
known commercially available electromagnetic (EM) modelling software packages include
HFSSTM, CST Microwave Studio®, EMPro and RSoft. However, there are a number of
issues that relate to how they can be used to obtain more meaningful and accurate results.
Even experienced users of these and similar software packages may not fully appreciate
some of the subtle ambiguities in defining boundaries and material parameters for use in
THz applications. Here, a detailed comparative study has been undertaken, in consultation
with all four vendors. First, in order to avoid introducing ambiguities, frequency dispersion
in materials has to be clearly defined from first principles (in both intrinsic and effective
forms). Different frequency dispersion models are then introduced for “metal-like” materials.
To act as benchmark structures, conventional air-filled metal-pipe rectangular waveguides,
associated cavity resonators and a spoof surface plasmon waveguide have been simulated,
using a raft of different approaches, with a view to illustrating quantifiable weaknesses in
commercial software packages for simulating arbitrary metal-based THz structures. This
chapter highlights intuitive and logical approaches that give incorrect results and, where
possible, makes recommendations for the most appropriate solutions that have hitherto not
been given in technical notes.
2.1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, there has been increasing interest in the 0.3 to 10 THz frequency
range for a variety of applications. Currently, the “THz gap” is used for highly specialised
applications (e.g., radiometric imaging and spectroscopy). However, in order to fully exploit
this part of the frequency spectrum and, thus, open up the “THz gap” to ubiquitous ap-
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plications, there will be increasing reliance on the use of commercial electromagnetic (EM)
modelling software (e.g., HFSSTM [1–9], CST Microwave Studio® [8–11] and RSoft [12–
17]) to predict the performance of metal-based terahertz structures. However, in the 0.3
to 10 THz frequency range, dispersion in the conductivity of metal-based structures can
affect results significantly and, therefore, has to be properly taken into account when passive
components are modelled.
While commercially-available software packages can generally predict the performance of
arbitrary 3D structures, the correct approach to selecting the most appropriate boundary
conditions, defining a material’s parameters and being able to enter its real or complex values
within the software are not always straightforward [18]. Indeed, it has been found that some
intuitive and logical approaches yield incorrect results, which may not be apparent to even
experienced EM software users [19–21].
First, relevant background theory for assigning material parameters for frequency dis-
persive media is given. This is necessary in order to avoid introducing ambiguities and
errors. This chapter then investigates various approaches to modelling benchmark metal-
based THz structures, using four well-known software packages: Ansys’ High Frequency
Structure Simulator (HFSSTM), CST Microwave Studio® (CST MWS), Agilent’s newly re-
leased Electromagnetic Professional (EMPro) and RSoft.
With few detailed measurements of passive metal-based structures, operating within in
the “THz gap”, being reported in the open literature [22], the classical relaxation-effect (or
Drude dispersion) model has been adopted as reference. This phenomenological analytical
model has previously been shown to fit accurate room temperature measurements in the
lower terahertz range [22], unlike more empirical models [23].
Here, classical air-filled metal-pipe rectangular waveguides (MPRWGs) and associated
cavity resonators are used as benchmark structures to represent the millimeter-wave com-
munity moving up in frequency into the “THz gap”, while spoof (or designer) surface plasmon
waveguides represent the optics community moving down in frequency into the “THz gap”.
Within HFSSTM its frequency-domain solver employs the finite-element method (FEM),
with its ability to handle complex geometries efficiently, while within CST MWS, high fre-
quency 3D EM field simulation can be performed using the frequency-domain solver based on
the finite integration technique (FIT). Within EMPro its frequency-domain solver employs
FEM, while within RSoft its FemSIM is a generalized mode solver based on FEM, which
can calculate transverse and cavity modes of any 1D or 2D cross-section. In consultation
with all four associated vendors, all possible modelling strategies have been investigated in
depth and, for the first time, detailed recommendations for the most appropriates solutions
are given.
2.2 Frequency Dispersion in Materials
2.2.1 Intrinsic and Effective Material Parameters
It will be seen later that one of the main issues associated with inaccurate modelling is
related to ambiguities introduced during material parameter definition. For this reason, it
is first necessary to reproduce textbook theory that underpins frequency-domain solvers.
The relevant background to defining material parameters for frequency dispersive media
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starts with the generalized Ampere’s law (with the associated variables having their usual
meaning) [24]:
∇ˆH “ Jf ` BDBt (2.1)
where Jf “ Ji ` Jc. Assuming that the impressed (external) current density Ji is zero, the
free current density Jf reduces to the conduction current density Jc. For an isotropic, linear
and dispersive medium the constitutive equations can be written as [24]:
D “ εE` ε1 BEBt ` ε2
B2E
Bt2 ` ε3
B3E
Bt3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.2)
B “ µH` µ1 BHBt ` µ2
B2H
Bt2 ` µ3
B3H
Bt3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.3)
Jc “ σE` σ1 BEBt ` σ2
B2E
Bt2 ` σ3
B3E
Bt3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.4)
where εq, µq and σq are weighting factors for the higher order terms. Now, (2.1)-(2.4) can
be expressed for the steady-state frequency domain (with ejωt time harmonic dependence,
where ω is the angular frequency) as follows:
∇ˆH “ Jf ` jωD (2.5)
D “ εE` jωε1E´ ω2ε2E´ jω3ε3E` ¨ ¨ ¨ ”
´
ε1pωq ´ jε2pωqlooooooomooooooon
εpωq
¯
E (2.6)
B “ µH` jωµ1H´ ω2µ2H´ jω3µ3H` ¨ ¨ ¨ ”
´
µ1pωq ´ jµ2pωqloooooooomoooooooon
µpωq
¯
H (2.7)
Jc “ σE` jωσ1E´ ω2σ2E´ jω3σ3E` ¨ ¨ ¨ ”
´
σ1pωq ´ jσ2pωqloooooooomoooooooon
σpωq
¯
E (2.8)
where εpωq, µpωq and σpωq describe the intrinsic bulk effects of polarization, magnetization
and conductivity, in complex notation form, respectively. It is worth mentioning that with
normal metals at room temperature εpωq – ε0, while with non-magnetic materials µpωq “ µ0
and with low frequency room temperature modelling of materials σpωq – σ0 (intrinsic bulk
conductivity at dc). In the more general case, (2.5)-(2.8) yield the following:
∇ˆH “ Jc ` jωD “
´
σpωq ` jωεpωqloooooooomoooooooon
σeffpωq
¯
E
“ jω
ˆ
εpωq ´ j σpωq
ωlooooooomooooooon
εeffpωq
˙
E (2.9)
From (2.9) it is obvious that the effective parameters εeffpωq and σeffpωq can be used inter-
changeably, being related to each other by the textbook expression:
σeffpωq “ jωεeffpωq (2.10)
where the effective permittivity εeffpωq “ ε0εr,effpωq and εr,effpωq is the relative effective per-
mittivity, also referred to as the dielectric function. However, this should not be confused
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with the dielectric constant, which represents only the real part of the relative effective
permittivity.
Now, partitioning (2.9) into its real and imaginary parts, the following is obtained:
∇ˆH “
”´
σ1pωq ` ωε2pωqloooooooomoooooooon
σ1
eff
pωq
¯
´ j
´
σ2pωq ´ ωε1pωqloooooooomoooooooon
σ2
eff
pωq
¯ı
E
“ jω
„ˆ
ε1pωq ´ σ
2pωq
ωlooooooomooooooon
ε1
eff
pωq
˙
´ j
ˆ
ε2pωq ` σ
1pωq
ωlooooooomooooooon
ε2
eff
pωq
˙
E
(2.11)
By rearranging (2.11) for εeffpωq the effective dielectric loss tangent tan δepωq is defined (even
for a metal [25]) as follows:
εeffpωq “ ε1effpωq
`
1´ j tan δepωq
˘
where
tan δepωq ” ε
2
effpωq
ε1effpωq “
ε2r,effpωq
ε1r,effpωq “
σ1effpωq
σ2effpωq (2.12)
As can be seen from (2.12), the dielectric loss tangent quantifies the losses for a non-magnetic
material but it does not distinguish the origins of different loss mechanisms. In other words,
it does not give any information about the polarisation or conductivity loss contributions
separately. This means that when material parameters are being evaluated experimentally
the effective parameters (including tan δe) should be used. However, in the open literature,
many authors loosely use the terminology “complex permittivity” or “complex conductivity”
to describe the effective parameters, based on the fact that the effective parameters are
complex numbers [26–30]. This can be confusing if not defined explicitly, since the intrinsic
permittivity and conductivity themselves can be complex numbers. Thus, it may be am-
biguous as to whether the authors are referring to the intrinsic parameters εpωq, σpωq or to
their associated effective parameters εeffpωq, σeffpωq – with the latter set always being complex
numbers, even when the former are represented by purely real quantities. For example, in
the case where frequency dispersion of polarization can be neglected (e.g., metals having
ε1pωq – ε0 and ε2pωq “ 0):
εeffpωq “
ˆ
ε1pωq ´ σ
2pωq
ω
˙
´ j
ˆ
σ1pωq
ω
˙
(2.13)
tan δepωq “ σ
1pωq
ωε1pωq ´ σ2pωq (2.14)
To this end, (2.6)-(2.8) must always be compatible with the principle of conservation of
energy, which in electromagnetic systems can be expressed by Poynting’s theorem. Also, the
passivity of such materials implies that the power dissipated per cycle per unit volume must
be non-negative. Thus,
<
"
1
2
E¨J˚c ` jω2
´
B¨H˚ ´E¨D˚
¯*
ě 0 (2.15)
with the equality only being valid for a lossless material. Substituting (2.6)-(2.8) into (2.15)
and re-writing in quadratic form gives:
<
#”
E˚ H˚
ı «σ1pωq ` ωε2pωq ` j pσ2pωq ´ ωε1pωqq 0
0 jω pµ1pωq ´ jµ2pωqq
ff«
E
H
ff+
ě 0 (2.16)
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Using the general relationship:
<
!
A˚¨M¨A
)
“ A˚¨M1¨A where M1 “ M`M
:
2
(2.17)
where : represents the conjugate transpose matrix and taking into account that (2.16) holds
for arbitrary electric and magnetic fields, the matrix M1 must be positive semi-definite. This
is ensured by the following two conditions:
σ1effpωq “
´
σ1pωq ` ωε2pωq
¯
ě 0 (2.18)
and µ2pωq ě 0 (2.19)
In order that (2.18) holds for arbitrary frequencies, the conditions σ1pωq ě 0 and ε2pωq ě 0
have to be verified.
When the classical relaxation-effect model for normal metals at room temperature is
used, the intrinsic bulk conductivity is given by the following expression [20, 25]:
σpωq “ σ0
1` jωτ “
ˆ
σ0
1` ω2τ 2loooomoooon
σ1pωq
˙
´ j
ˆ
σ0ωτ
1` ω2τ 2loooomoooon
σ2pωq
˙
(2.20)
where τ is the phenomenological scattering relaxation time (also referred to as the collision
time by HFSSTM and CST MWS) and both σ1pωq and σ2pωq are always positive numbers.
It is important to note that if a time dependence of the form e´jωt is used, all the previous
equations must be replaced with their complex conjugate, resulting in material parameters
being redefined by the forms εpωq “ ε1pωq`jε2pωq, µpωq “ µ1pωq`jµ2pωq, σpωq “ σ1pωq`jσ2pωq
and σeffpωq “ ´jωεeffpωq “ σpωq ´ jωεpωq. While this point may seem obvious, errors will be
introduced when parameters and equations that adopt different conventions (e.g., when
originating from different sources) are inadvertently mixed during the modelling process.
By default, HFSSTM, CST MWS and EMPro adopt the ejωt convention; while RSoft adopts
the e´jωt convention.
2.2.2 Frequency Dispersion in Metals
Equation (2.20) represents the classical relaxation-effect model for describing the frequency-
temperature dispersion due to free carriers within a normal material; while the simple
relaxation-effect model and the classical skin-effect model are derived by taking into ac-
count only the real parts of intrinsic bulk conductivity σ1pωq and σ0, respectively [20, 25].
For a generic material, its intrinsic impedance η (e.g., representing the surface impedance Zs
of a metal) is given by the following textbook expression:
η “
d
µpωq
εeffpωq “
d
jωµpωq
σeffpωq “
d
jωµpωq
σpωq ` jωεpωq ” Zs (2.21)
With normal metals, one can neglect the dispersion effects in magnetization, so that µ1pωq “
µ0µ
1
r and µ
2pωq=0 (while at terahertz frequencies µ1r „ 1) [31] and assuming a metal with
sufficiently high conductivity so that the displacement current term can be neglected (i.e.,
σeffpωq – σpωq):
Zs “ Rs ` jXs –
d
jωµ0µ
1
r
σpωq (2.22)
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Figure 2.1: Uniform dielectric-filled MPRWG benchmark structure.
For the three aforementioned frequency dispersion models, (2.22) can be expanded out using
the following expressions for the surface resistance and reactance [20, 25]:
Classical relaxation-effect (or Drude dispersion) model
Rs “ Rso
ba
1` pωτq2 ´ ωτ “ Xs
´a
1` pωτq2 ´ ωτ
¯
Xs “ Rso
ba
1` pωτq2 ` ωτ “ Rs
´a
1` pωτq2 ` ωτ
¯
(2.23)
Simple relaxation-effect model
Rs “ Rso
a
1` pωτq2 and Xs “ Rs (2.24)
Classical skin-effect model
Rs “ Rso “
c
ωµ0µ
1
r
2σ0
and Xs “ Rs (2.25)
2.3 THzMetal-Pipe Rectangular Waveguide Modelling
Metal-pipe rectangular waveguides and associated cavity resonators are simulated at THz
frequencies, where frequency dispersion in conductivity has previously been found to affect
predicted results [20, 32]. A MPRWG with internal dimensions a ˆ b “ 100 ˆ 50 µm2 (i.e.,
JPL-100 standard [20, 33]), with gold walls having room-temperature parameter values of
σ0 “ 4.517 ¨ 107 S/m, τ “ 27.135 fs and µ1r “ 0.99996 [22], was used as a benchmark structure,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. To simplify the analysis, this waveguide is assumed to operate
in the fundamental TE10 mode, so that closed-form analytical expressions can be used for
direct comparison with the numerical simulation results. For example, the propagation
constants γmn for a MPRWG supporting TEmn modes can be calculated using the variational
method [34], which can be expressed in the simpler form for TEm0 modes as follows [35]:
γ2m0 “ Γ2d ´ j 2Zsωµ0µ1rdb
«ˆ
Γdmpi
kcda
˙2
´ k2cd
ˆ
1` 2b
a
˙ff
(2.26)
Γ2d “ k2cd ´ k20d
kcd “ ωc
a
µ0µ1rdε0ε
1
r,effd
k0d “ ω
b
µ0µ1rdε0ε
1
r,effdp1´ j tan δedq
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where µ1rd, ε
1
r,effd and tan δed are the relative permeability, dielectric constant and loss tangent
for the dielectric filler, respectively.
In HFSSTM, the classical skin-effect model is employed, by default, with σ0 being entered
in the material setup dialog box. Alternatively, the simple relaxation-effect model can be
used by entering a data file containing the non-complex (i.e., real notation form) conduc-
tivity values calculated a priori at each discrete frequency point. In order to speed up the
simulation times, solid metal walls can be replaced by boundaries. Both frequency disper-
sion models can be used in the material parameters for a 3D “solid object” or boundary
condition. With the former, the use of bulk meshing is dependent on the threshold value of
conductivity (for HFSSTM this is 105 S/m, by default). It must be noted, however, that the
classical relaxation-effect model cannot be used directly, while current versions of HFSSTM
(e.g., up to version 13) allow complex numbers to be entered into the conductivity value field
it does not actually support these complex values [20], as will be explained here in greater
detail.
For example, with the Finite Conductivity Boundary (FCB), complex conductivity values
can be entered using the following syntaxes: σ1 ´ σ2j or σ1 ´ σ2i. Here, the imaginary
term σ2 is simply ignored in calculations, thus giving results that coincide with the simple
relaxation-effect model [20]. Alternatively, complex conductivity values can be entered using
the following suggested syntax [36]: cmplx (σ1, σ2), where σ2 ě 0. Unfortunately, it has
been found that this latter method gives incorrect results, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2 with
the modelling of attenuation constant for a uniform air-filled MPRWG. However, with the
Layered Impedance Boundary (LIB), ε1r,eff and σ
1 can be entered directly, so long as the
metal’s dielectric loss tangent is set to zero, yielding the correct results. It should be pointed
out that when only the intrinsic conductivity is entered, as described previously with the
complex notation form, the problems associated with the LIB are also the same for the
FCB. Alternatively, with the Impedance Boundary (IB), the appropriate complex surface
impedance Zs can be entered directly at each discrete frequency point. In this case, as can be
seen in Fig. 2.2 the results reported by HFSS™are in excellent agreement with the classical
relaxation-effect model with (2.26). It must be noted that since the complex value of surface
impedance must be entered a priori, significant errors may result if tuning or optimisation
routines are employed with structures where the spectral features of interest can shift to
frequencies not represented by the list of discrete frequency points that give the associated
values of complex surface impedances.
The above approaches are also found in CST MWS (e.g., versions up to 2011 service
pack 7), where the simple relaxation-effect and classical skin-effect models can be applied
to the bulk conductivity of a solid object or Conducting Wall Boundary (CWB). However,
with the simple relaxation-effect model, the conductivity values have to be entered at each
discrete frequency point, since the software does not currently support a data file import for
conductivity. Alternatively, one could define a “normal material” type, whose permittivity
is given by the relative effective value calculated using (2.13) and assuming σ2 “ 0, and then
enter a data file containing the permittivity values as a “user defined” dispersion model.
However, the results were still found to be inaccurate, probably due to poor meshing inside
the metal. Again, the classical relaxation-effect model cannot be used explicitly, but the
“Surface Impedance” Material (SIM) type can be defined with a data file containing the
complex surface impedance values at each discrete frequency point. Fortunately, CST MWS
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Figure 2.2: Attenuation constant for the dominant TE10 mode with the 100 µm JPL band gold
MPRWG. Lines: calculated values from analytical models using (2.26). Discrete symbols:
simulated values (circles: HFSSTM, stars: CST MWS, triangles: EMPro and squares: RSoft).
interpolates between data points and thus tuning or optimization routines can be employed,
in contrast to HFSSTM. Although, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2, the results increasingly
diverge from the analytical model as frequency increases; the reason for this is unknown.
Alternatively, an “ohmic sheet” material type can be used where the surface impedance
is defined at each discrete frequency point. However, this approach is also found to give
incorrect results.
In principle, the solid walls of the waveguide can be treated as dielectrics (i.e., a “normal
material” type) by defining for the metal ε1r “ 1, the angular plasma frequency ωp “
c
σ0
ε0τ
and collision damping angular frequency ωτ “ 1
τ
(this approach is also used in RSoft). This
also gives incorrect results, as seen from the “Drude Dispersion Model” results shown in Fig.
2.2, probably due to poor meshing. All the above approaches for HFSSTM and CST MWS
are summarised in Table 2.1.
With EMPro (e.g., version 2011.11) frequency dispersive metals are not supported. Al-
though there are frequency dispersion models for dielectrics, which can emulate metals by
entering appropriate parameters, the losses are underestimated because of inadequate mesh
densities inside the metal. Thus, the only way to obtain accurate results is by using a non-
dispersive “Surface Resistance” (SR) material type, which actually corresponds to the real
and imaginary parts of the surface impedance, entered at each discrete frequency point (as
with the IB in HFSSTM). In other words, iterative simulations have to be reassigned with new
values for surface impedance at every frequency point. In the current version of EMPro, the
thickness in the material setup window must be set to zero, for correct results, otherwise the
losses reported are greater than expected and these losses increase with increasing thickness.
Alternatively, the intrinsic bulk dc conductivity σ0 of the material can be entered, giving
results that coincide with the classical skin-effect model.
Finally, with RSoft, standard linear dispersion models can be used by entering their
characteristic parameters ωp and ωτ for the metal, producing results that are in excellent
agreement with the classical relaxation-effect model.
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2.4 THz Cavity Resonator Modelling
Simple rectangular waveguide cavity resonators, operating in the dominant TE101 mode, have
also been simulated using eigenmode solvers that predict the complex eigenmode frequenciesrω0 “ ω10 ` jω20 , with the imaginary part of the of the eigenmode frequency representing the
losses in a cavity resonator. With a non-zero surface reactance Xs, due to contributions from
both the classical skin-effect and kinetic surface inductances [25], the lossless (or driven)
resonant angular frequency ω0 “ |rω0| of the cavity is reduced from the ideal resonant angular
frequency ωI. Furthermore, a non-zero surface resistance Rs, due to ohmic losses, results in
further frequency detuning, shifting the natural resonant angular frequency down from ω0 to
the damped (or undriven) resonant angular frequency ω10. Thus, the overall level of natural
frequency detuning is ∆ω10 “ pωI ´ ω10q [20].
In summary, at terahertz frequencies, when compared to the classical relaxation-effect
model [20, 25] the classical skin-effect model overestimates the surface resistance (i.e., in-
flating losses) and underestimates surface reactance (i.e., undervaluing frequency detuning),
while the simple relaxation-effect model gives reasonably good predictions for detuning, but
greatly inflates losses.
Assuming losses are small enough, one can use the well-known expressions, derived using
perturbation theory [20, 37], for calculating the lossless resonant frequency and the unloaded
quality factor at this frequency, where the quality factor is generally defined as 2pi times
the ratio of the energy stored in the cavity resonator to the energy dissipated per cycle
in the cavity. Solving (2.27) for the lossless resonant frequency ω0 [20], from (2.28) the
corresponding unloaded quality factor, Qu can be easily obtained.
Xspω0q ´ 2Γ pωI ´ ω0q “ 0 (2.27)
Rspω0q “ ωIΓ
Qupω0q (2.28)
For the TE101 mode, Γ represents the geometrical factor given by the textbook expression
Γ “ µ0
˜
abd pa2 ` d2q
2
“
2b pa3 ` d3q ` ad pa2 ` d2q ‰
¸
rHs (2.29)
It should be noted that both HFSSTM and CST MWS use frequency f “ ω{2pi, rather than
angular frequency ω, when entering parameters or displaying results, unless explicitly stated
(e.g., plasma angular frequency in CTS MWS).
The simulated and calculated values for the unloaded Q-factor Qupf0q and the overall
frequency detuning pfI ´ f 10q are plotted in Fig. 2.3, for a variety of gold rectangular cavities
having respective internal width, height and length dimensions of a ˆ b ˆ d “ a ˆ a{2 ˆ?
2a [20]. With the classical skin-effect model, without and with the displacement current
term, respectively, both the FCB and LIB can be used by entering σ0. However, for the
simple and classical relaxation-effect models, the user must follow one of the approaches
outlined below.
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2.4.1 HFSSTM with Finite Conductivity Boundary and
Impedance Boundary
With the simple relaxation-effect model, the FCB and IB can be used by entering the
conductivity σ1pfIq and complex surface impedance ZspfIq values, respectively, with values
calculated at the ideal resonant frequency fI. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, the convenient
choice of using the ideal resonant frequency gives a reasonably good approximation, in terms
of predicting the amount of frequency detuning (fI ´ f 10) and unloaded quality factor Qupf0q.
Note that, in HFSSTM, the unloaded Q-factor is calculated with the assumption that
the eigenfrequency of a mode can be represented by the complex resonant frequency of a
lumped-element RLC resonator, i.e., defined by the following [37]:
Qupf0q “ f0
2f 20
(2.30)
where f0 “ | rf0| and rf0 “ f 10 ` jf 20 . It will be seen that (2.30) is inherently sensitive to errors
in the complex resonant frequency rf0.
With the classical relaxation-effect model, the FCB cannot be used (as it does not support
complex conductivity values). However, by entering ZspfIq, IB can give excellent results when
frequency detuning is not too large.
For this benchmark structure, given its simple geometrical shape, the ideal resonant
frequency can be easily calculated for large conductivities. However, with a more complicated
geometrical structure, it may not be possible to predict the ideal resonant frequencies for
each and every mode and so this approach cannot be used to give accurate results.
2.4.2 HFSSTM with Layered Impedance Boundary
With the LIB, unlike with the FCB, the eigenmode solver supports frequency-dependent
material parameters and can be used for arbitrary structures without a priori knowledge of
the ideal resonant frequency. However, for accurate results, the starting frequency that the
user enters during setup has to be very close to the real part of the complex eigenfrequency
f 10 (but lower than f
1
0, so that the solver does not skip the mode of interest) in order for
the software to accurately calculate f 20 . Otherwise, the results may contain significant errors
in both f 20 and unloaded quality factor Qupf0q calculated using (2.30). Unfortunately, the
resonant frequency of an arbitrary structure is not known a priori.
To overcome this problem, one needs to simulate the structure using a single iteration,
where the starting frequency in the iteration is very close (but lower) than the real part of
the resonant frequency generated by the initial simulation. This is necessary in order for the
software to accurately calculate f 20 and, hence, Qupf0q.
Alternatively, when the ideal resonant frequency fI and unloaded Q-factor QupfIq are of
most interest, rather than the damped resonant frequency f 10, it has been found that one
can avoid the iterative simulation, without a priori knowledge of the resonant frequency, by
having the starting frequency fs well below resonance (i.e., fs ! f 10). The damped resonant
frequency obtained with this approach tends to the ideal resonant frequency (the lower the
starting frequency the closer f 10 Ñ fI). However, f 20 and, hence, Qupf0q using (2.30) will be
completely incorrect. Therefore, instead of using (2.30), the fields calculator can be employed
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to compute the unloaded quality factor from the following expression
Qupf 10q “ 2pif
1
0Γ
Rspf 10q «
2pifIΓ
RspfIq “ QupfIq (2.31)
where f 10 is the real part of the complex eigenfrequency reported by the solver, Rspf 10q is
the surface resistance calculated at that frequency, given by (2.23) when neglecting the
displacement current term, and Γ is the geometrical factor
Γ “ µ0
¡
V
H ¨H˚dVĳ
S
Ht ¨H˚t dS
(2.32)
where V represents the internal volume of the cavity, S the internal surface area of the
cavity walls and suffix “t” represents the field components tangential to the internal surface
of the walls. This approach gives correct results for the unloaded quality factor QupfIq,
since it takes into account the fields distribution and, thus, its accuracy is not significantly
compromised by errors in the complex eigenfrequencies. However, the user needs to manually
mesh the dielectric filler (e.g., air in this case) inside the cavity to make it dense enough
so that the corresponding fields are captured accurately. Furthermore, for sufficiently high
conductivities, f 10 (and, therefore, f0) tends to fI, thus (2.31) approximately gives QupfIq;
the percentage error of
Qupf0q ´QupfIqQupfIq
 ă 0.1% is very small, which practically means that
Qupf0q – QupfIq to a good approximation. Also, it should be noted that for faster convergence
the box “convergence on real frequency only” must be ticked.
Although this latter approach produces accurate results for the unloaded Q-factor, it
cannot provide accurate results for the frequency detuning and, thus, its use is limited to
cases where only the ideal resonant frequency fI and QupfIq are of interest.
2.4.3 CST MWS
In contrast to HFSSTM, with CST MWS, the walls of the cavity are assumed to be Perfect
Electric Conductors (PEC), because its eigenmode solver does not support lossy metals; the
unloaded quality factor can be extracted by entering the conductivity of the metal at the
post-processing stage. It should be noted that a normal metal can be emulated by a dielectric
material, but this still requires a high meshing density; making it impractical. However,
CST MWS does not report the actual complex eigenfrequency of the cavity, only the ideal
resonant frequency fI. The approximate complex eigenfrequency rω0 can be calculated using
the general solution for the lumped-element RLC resonators [37], adopted by HFSSTM, but
with the lossless resonant frequency f0 and associated unloaded quality factor values Qupf0q
replaced by those generated by CST MWS, more specifically
rf0 „ fI
d
1´
´ 1
2QupfIq
¯2 ` j fI
2QupfIq (2.33)
Not surprisingly, as can been seen in Fig. 2.3, this approach results in a significant error when
predicting frequency detuning. Once again, only real conductivity values can be entered and
so this approach can only be used for the simple relaxation-effect and classical skin-effect
models.
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Figure 2.3: Unloaded Q-factor Qupf0q and frequency detuning pfI ´ f 10q for the TE101 mode
gold cavity resonators for different cavity width dimensions a. Lines: calculated values from
analytical models (2.27-2.29, 2.30). Circles: simulated values using HFSS™. Stars: simulated
values using CST MWS (almost identical results for the frequency detuning with both simple
relaxation-effect and classical skin-effect models).
2.4.4 EMPro and RSoft
With EMPro its eigenmode solver does not support frequency dispersive metals (this also
applies to its FEM solver) and, thus, it cannot be used with either relaxation-effect models
for arbitrary structures. However, in the unusually special case where the resonant frequency
is known a priori, the surface impedance at the resonance can be entered (as with HFSSTM),
but this approach suffers from the same issues described previously.
Lastly, RSoft does not provide a 3D eigenmode solver and so the user has to excite the
structure using its FullWave module, in order to obtain the damped resonant frequency f 10.
The use of its Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) solver is beyond the scope of this
study. Table 2.1 summarises the modelling strategies for all the eigenmode solvers.
2.5 Spoof Surface Plasmon Waveguide Modelling
Spoof surface plasmons are a type of surface waves that are supported by a patterned metallic
surface and widely modelled in various simulation domains [38–40]. Although a complete
analysis is beyond the scope of this work, it will be shown using the available commercial
frequency-domain software packages that there are differences in the simulation results. The
benchmark structure has periodically spaced rectangular blind holes (i.e., open cavities)
that do not completely perforate the metal film [41], as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The width
w and length l dimensions of the holes’ aperture are 150 µm and 500 µm, respectively, with
a periodicity d of 250 µm and depth h of either 100, 140 or 635 µm
Fig. 2.5 shows a comparison for PEC structures using the results from [41], obtained
by FDTD simulations, and corresponding HFSSTM simulations, while Fig. 2.6 shows a
comparison of the experimental measured results from [41],obtained by taking the Fourier
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Figure 2.4: Spoof surface plasmon waveguide benchmark structure with 40 blind holes,
having a 10 mm total length.
transform of time-domain measurements, and corresponding HFSSTM simulations using the
FCB to model the fabricated aluminum structure. With σ0 “ 3.767 ¨ 107 S/m, τ “ 7.407 fs
and µ1r “ 1.000021 [22], σ1pfq was calculated for use in the simple relaxation-effect model.
It is seen in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 that HFSSTM predicts a much sharper upper cut-off
frequency response than the corresponding results given in [41], which in turn gives a slightly
higher frequency for the peak in transmission. However, they do agree in that as depth
increases the upper cut-off frequency of the dominant mode shifts down in frequency. The
data presented also differs because transmission is calculated from the amplitude of the
electric field component along the propagation direction in [41], rather than by the S21
in HFSSTM. In addition, from [41], the differences between their predicted and measured
results shown in Figs. 2.5(a) and 2.6(a), respectively, are due to the introduction of ohmic
losses (represented by the non-zero Rs) that degrades the slope of the cut-off frequencies
and frequency detuning (represented by the non-zero Xs) that shifts the response down
in frequency. In addition, there could be further detuning attributed to poor fabrication
tolerances from the non-ideal manufacturing process. It should be noted that the data
presented in [41] has been normalized with scaling factors that are not specified in their
paper, therefore the HFSSTM results cannot be scaled to match those in [41].
Since HFSSTM modelling has been shown to behave as expected, CST MWS and EMPro
were also used to simulate the structure in Fig. 2.4 having blind holes in a gold substrate.
The FCB boundary (or its equivalent) was used by all three software packages, as they
were able to solve this problem in the frequency domain with waveguide excitations. RSoft
was not considered for this more complicated 3D structure (i.e., having a non-uniform cross
section, when compared to the MPRWG) because it would require the use of its time-domain
solver, which is beyond the scope of this study.
The results are given in Fig. 2.7, showing that initial simulations with just the single
dominant mode S21 provide widely varying predictions from each software package. Further
simulations were then performed with the lowest five modes excited at the ports, but with
the results extracted for the dominant mode S21, as shown in Fig. 2.7. It can be seen that
the software packages agree when more modes are included.
Fig. 2.8 shows that there is little difference between the various boundaries and frequency
dispersion models employed when 5 modes are excited at the ports and then the total
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Figure 2.5: Simulated transmission results for PEC structure with different blind hole depths
from: (a) results in [41] and (b) HFSSTM.
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Figure 2.6: Transmission results for aluminum structure from: (a) experimental results in [41]
and (b) FCB simulation results using HFSSTM.
transmission is calculated by the linear summation of all the five |S21| values for the dominant
port mode. Since the maximum simulation frequency is only 0.45 THz, the results obtained
with FCB (using the classical skin-effect model) are almost identical to those obtained with
the LIB (using the classical relaxation-effect model). However, this may not be the case
when the dominant mode is at significantly higher frequencies. However, with EMPro there
is a notable difference in the predicted transmission heights and levels of detuning.
This section has highlighted the need for multiple-mode excitation, even if only the
results for the dominant mode are needed. If the computational burden is not significantly
increased, more modes should be calculated at the output for each excited port mode to
achieve more accurate results.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated transmission results of gold spoof surface plasmon waveguides for the
dominant mode. (Left: HFSSTM, middle: CST MWS and right: EMPro).
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Figure 2.8: Simulated transmission results for the spoof surface plasmon waveguide with 5
modes excited at the ports. (Left: HFSSTM, middle: CST MWS and right: EMPro).
2.6 Discussion
It has been shown that finding the correct modelling strategy is not always straightforward,
when employing even well-known commercial EM solvers, for modelling metal-based THz
structures. It is important to understand how the software code runs in the background and
what input data it expects the user to enter. For example, in the HFSSTM Technical Notes
(version 13) it is stated that permittivity can be complex and the effective permittivity can
is formulated as:
εeff “ ε0εr
ˆ
1´ jtan δ ´ j σ
ωε0εr
˙
(2.34)
In order to avoid introducing further confusion, in this section, parameters in bold font
correspond to input parameters in HFSSTM (rather than vectors, found in previous sections).
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Now, it is not unambiguously stated that all input parameters must be real numbers,
including relative permittivity εr and bulk conductivity σ, in order for the code to calculate
εeff, which is the only parameter needed by the solver. Unlike CST MWS, HFSSTM does
not check for invalid input arguments (i.e., complex-valued parameters) and so no errors or
warnings appear during setup or simulations. This can leave the user with a false sense of
security, after the final results are reported by HFSSTM. As can be seen in (2.34), the three
input parameters are the relative permittivity εr, the dielectric loss tangent tan δ and the
bulk conductivity σ.
For the general case, where both the intrinsic relative permittivity and intrinsic bulk
conductivity are represented by complex numbers (i.e., εpωq “ ε1pωq ´ jε2pωq and σpωq “
σ1pωq ´ jσ2pωq, respectively), the HFSSTM parameters that should be entered so that (2.34)
is consistent with (2.12) are εr Ñ ε1r,effpωq, tan δ Ñ ε
2
effpωq
ε1effpωq and σ Ñ 0, resulting in εeff “
ε0ε
1
r,eff
ˆ
1 ´ j ε
2
eff
ε1eff
˙
. However, because σ Ñ 0, the “solve inside” function is automatically en-
abled. Therefore, this approach is impractical for metals, due to the excessive computational
resources and processing time needed for the very high mesh densities associated with this
function.
Alternatively, for the metal-like case, where a material is described by a real-valued
intrinsic permittivity and complex-valued intrinsic bulk conductivity (e.g., metals with εr – 1
and σpωq “ σ1pωq ´ jσ2pωq) the parameters εr Ñ ε1r,effpωq, tan δ Ñ 0 and σ Ñ σ1pωq yield the
correct results and (2.34) gives εeffpωq “ ε0ε1r,effpωq
ˆ
1 ´ j σ
1pωq
ωε0ε1r,effpωq
˙
. An example of this
approach was used to simulate plasma-walled MPRWGs [43].
Similarly, for the dielectric-like case, where a material is described by complex-valued
intrinsic permittivity and real-valued intrinsic bulk conductivity (e.g., dielectrics with εpωq “
ε1pωq ´ jε2pωq and σpωq “ σ1pωq) the HFSSTM parameters εr Ñ ε1rpωq, tan δ Ñ ε
2pωq
ε1pωq and
σ Ñ σ1pωq yield εeffpωq “ ε0ε1r
ˆ
1´ j ε
2pωq
ε1pωq ´ j
σ0
ωε0ε1rpωq
˙
. This is a valid approach, but only for
the simple relaxation-effect and classical skin-effect models.
These three scenarios are summarized in Table 2.2. The important message to note is
that loose terminology leads to ambiguities and potentially significant errors. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time that a clear and unambiguous description has been
given for correctly entering material parameters for HFSSTM.
For metal-based THz structures, instead of using solid metal objects, boundaries can
be employed to avoid the problems related with the “solve inside” function. Macros can
be used by writing a Visual Basic Script (VBScript) to define various dispersion models
for materials that can then be employed in a “solid object” or boundary. For example,
the VBScript suggested by Ansys [36] calculates the material parameters based on Drude’s
classical relaxation-effect model, by entering the intrinsic bulk dc conductivity σ0 and the
phenomenological scattering relaxation time τ . As with the general case, the calculated
material parameters
ˆ
εr Ñ ε1r,effpωq, tan δ Ñ ε
2
effpωq
ε1effpωq
˙
are then used as input parameters
for (2.34). However, as explained previously, this general-case modelling approach requires
σ Ñ 0 and, thus, the material created by the VBScript cannot be used with the FCB, LIB
or IB. As a result, the material can only be used to define “solid objects” with the “solve
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Table 2.1: Summary of different modelling strategies for metal structures using HFSSTM and CST MWS
HFSS™ CST MWS
Eigenmode Solver Other solvers Eigenmode Solver Other solvers
Input
σ0 or data file of σ1pfq σ0 or data file of ε
1
r,effpfq σ0 or discrete points of σ1pfq
parameters and ε2r,effpfq or ωp and ωτ
Error significant negligible significant negligible/significant
(1) classical skin-effect (1) classical skin-effect
Solid object Model (2) simple relaxation-effect (2) simple relaxation-effect
definition (3) classical relaxation-effect1 (3) classical relaxation-effect
With (1), σ0 is ignored and
PEC is assumed. Post-proce- For (1) and (2) the error is
Comments without “solve inside” function enabled ssing is then required. With negligible, for (3) the error is
(2) and (3), impractical re- significant.
sources are required.
Input
σ0 or σ1pfIq σ0 or data file of σ1pfq σ0 σ0 or σ1pfq
parameters
Error negligible/small negligible negligible negligible
Model (1) classical skin-effect
FCB
`
HFSS™
˘
(2) simple relaxation-effect
and Input parameters are
CWB (CST MWS) In general fI is not ignored, lossy metals Input parameters should be
Comments known a priori so (2) are considered as PEC entered at each discrete
is of limited use. and σ is entered at the frequency point.
post-processing stage.
Input data file of ε1r,effpfq data file of ε1r,effpfq
parameters and σ1pfq and σ1pfq
Error negligible negligible
LIB
`
HFSS™
˘
(1) classical skin-effect
Model (2) simple relaxation-effect
(3) classical relaxation-effect
In general, this is a
Comments two-run simulation.
Input
RspfIq, XspfIq Rspfq, Xspfq Data file of Rspfq, Xspfq
parameters
Error negligible negligible negligible significant
(1) classical skin-effect (1) classical skin-effect (1) classical skin-effect
IB
`
HFSS™
˘
Model (2) simple relaxation-effect (2) simple relaxation-effect (2) simple relaxation-effect
and (3) classical relaxation-effect (3) classical relaxation-effect
SIM (CST MWS) In general fI is not Input parameters should Input parameters are
known a priori so (2) be entered at each ignored, lossy metals are
Comments and (3) are of limited discrete frequency point. considered as PEC and σ
use. is entered at the post-
processing stage.
1If the “solve inside” function is disabled the results will not be correct. However, with the “solve inside” enabled and
with the input parameters shown later the results should be correct, although this approach is impractical as explained
in the Discussion section.
inside” function automatically enabled. Again, this approach does not give accurate results
when metal-based structures are modelled, due to inadequate meshing inside the metal.
HFSSTM can generally give accurate results once the user has properly set up the simu-
lation. Although this may seem trivial, the user has many more options (compared to the
other software packages being investigated) to define materials but not all of them lead to
correct solutions. However, HFSSTM is the only one (among the software packages) that has
a full 3D eigenmode solver capable of producing accurate and meaningful results.
On the other hand, in CST MWS and RSoft, it is straightforward to define the material
parameters; the software automatically blocks the parameter fields that conflict with one
other. In addition, once the input parameters are entered, their validity is checked, with
error messages appearing in the case of an unexpected input.
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Table 2.2: Material input parameters for HFSSTM
Input Parameters
Material Type
Relative permittivity Bulk Conductivity Dielectric loss
εr σ tangent tan δ
General Case
ε1r,effpfq 0
ε2effpfq
ε1effpfq
complex intrinsic permittivity
complex intrinsic bulk conductivity
Metal-like Case
ε1r,effpfq σ1pfq 0real intrinsic permittivity
complex intrinsic bulk conductivity
Dielectric-like Case
ε1rpfq σ1pfq ε
2pfq
ε1pfqcomplex intrinsic permittivityreal intrinsic bulk conductivity
2.7 Conclusion
For the first time, an exhaustive comparative study has been made to investigate the use
of well-known commercial frequency domain solvers for the modelling of metal-based THz
structures. Using the documentation provided by each of the four EM software package ven-
dors, and in consultation with their technical support teams, various approaches to modelling
benchmark metal-based THz structures have been studied. As suitable references, classical
frequency dispersion models were applied to define material parameters. Since few measured
results are available in the open literature for THz metal-pipe rectangular waveguides [22],
or their associated cavities, only those for the spoof surface plasmon waveguide could be
found using time-domain techniques for limited comparison [41].
While accurate verification measurements for this work are highly desirable, in practice
it is believed that this very important task is not generally possible and so beyond the scope
of this study. The reason for this is that traceable standards do not yet exist for frequency-
domain metrology between 0.3 and 10 THz. Therefore, the corresponding measurement
errors at such short wavelengths are likely to swamp those found in this numerical simulation
study.
It has been found that the correct approach to selecting the most appropriate boundary
conditions, defining a material’s parameters and being able to enter its real or complex values
within the software are not always straightforward. This chapter highlights intuitive and
logical approaches that give incorrect results and, where possible, makes recommendations
for the most appropriate solutions that have hitherto not been given in Technical Notes.
This work has highlighted important weaknesses in well-known commercial frequency-
domain EM modelling software packages currently being used for THz simulations. While
the use of time-domain solvers has been beyond the scope of this work, it is believed that
similar challenges to obtaining accurate results will be found.
It is believed that this work gives, for the first time, a detailed comparative insight into
the most appropriate use of commercial EM solvers for the numerical simulation of arbitrary
metal-based THz structures. As a result, newcomers to the field of numerical EM simulators,
as well as experienced designers, will be able to predict the performance of passive metal-
based THz components with more confidence in the generated results.
Finally, the findings presented in this work could act as a benchmark for the compari-
son and development of existing and future numerical simulation software intended for THz
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applications. It is hoped that this study will encourage the development of more accu-
rate frequency-domain solvers and help engineers and scientists design more accurate THz
structures.
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Chapter 3
Microwave Discharge Plasma Switch
In this chapter a proof-of-concept demonstrator of a microwave discharge plasma switch
is studied in the frequency region from 1 GHz to 2 GHz. The scope of this preliminary
experiment is to investigate the interaction between the plasma developed inside the tube
and the incoming microwave signal, with the aim to obtain a qualitative description of the
device behaviour. In this experiment, a gas discharge plasma tube is vertically inserted
across an in house manufactued WR-650 rectangular waveguide (a ˆ b “ 165 ˆ 82.5 mm2)
section. When the discharge tube is on, the ionised gas inside the tube acts as a highly
conductive plasma column and hence the input microwave power is reflected and dissipated
from the discharge tube. The performance of the prototype is studied through numerical
modelling and measurements of the power loss characteristics.
3.1 Introduction
With plasma physics providing a wide range of applications in different fields, it has received
considerable interest over the last decades. Particularly, the interaction of plasma with
electromagnetic waves is well studied and the use of plasma tubes for the development
of plasma structures, such as plasma antennas, switches and attenuators with potential
applications in radar systems has been proposed [1–7]. In these works, plasma is either
created from plasma sources built especially for the needs of the specific system or from
commercially-available plasma tubes, such as fluorescent tubes [8–11]. In the latter case,
experimental setup is simple and inexpensive to build and thus can be used as a proof-of-
concept prototype.
As already shown [1–3, 5, 7], plasma columns and particularly, fluorescent tubes can
effectively replace the metal parts of certain devices (e.g. plasma antennas). It is well known
that fluorescent tubes consist of a glass tube filled with a gas (in this case argon) with the
inner tube surface coated with phosphorus [1]. At both ends of the tube an electrode is fixed
which acts as a cathode. When an AC voltage is applied across the tube’s cathodes, the
electrodes are heated, with current passing through them, and thus electrons are emitted.
Due to collisions between the free electrons and the gas atoms, ultraviolet (UV) light is
generated. The fluorescent coating at the inner surface of the tube is then excited by the
UV radiation and thus the UV light is converted into visible light. Therefore, when the lamp
is on, a plasma column (with high electron density and hence high conductivity) is formed
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Figure 3.1: (a) Illustration of the experimental setup showing the waveguide section and the
fluorescent tube when the lamp is ON. (b) Manufactured prototype.
due to the ionisation of the gas inside the lamp. In this chapter, we will study the effect of
such plasma columns on the performance of a WR-650 rectangular waveguide section. This
is a proof-of-concept demonstration in order to obtain a qualitative study of the general
concept which is then applied into a more sophisticated manner, at terahertz frequencies.
3.2 Plasma Switch Prototype
The experimental setup consists of a WR-650 metal pipe rectangular waveguide with internal
spatial dimensions of aˆb “ 165ˆ82.5 mm2, having both ends short circuited. The waveguide
is manufactured from two aluminium sheets with thickness of 1.5 mm, one of them forming
the bottom wall and the two sidewalls of the waveguide, and the second one forming the
top wall. The metal pieces are then bolted together and shielded with aluminium tape at
the edges. The microwave energy is coupled into the waveguide through two N-type coaxial
electric field probes, which are located at a distance of
λg
4
from the short circuited ends. At
this distance from the short-circuited ends a maximum value of the electric field E occurs
and hence more efficient coupling between the electric field and the probes is obtained. In
general, the guided wavelength for an air-filled rectangular waveguide is related with the free
space wavelength λ0 “ 2pic{ω with the textbook expression [12]
λg “ λ0d
1´
ˆ
λ0
λc
˙2 (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Measured and simulated results of (a) the return loss and (b) the insertion loss
in the case that the fluorescent tube is OFF.
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Figure 3.3: Measured and simulated results of (a) the return loss and (b) the insertion loss
when the lamp is ON.
where the cut-off wavelength λc for a TEmn propagating mode is defined as [12]:
λc “ 2pi
kc
“ 2pi?
k2 ´ β2 “
2pidˆ
mpi
a
˙2
`
ˆ
npi
b
˙2 (3.2)
From the above expressions the guided wavelength for the dominant TE10 mode in a WR-650
rectangular waveguide at 1.5 GHz is equal to λg “ 250 mm.
The plasma tube used in this experiment is a fluorescent tube with diameter 2r “ 2 cm,
placed across the waveguide, through two circular holes at the center of the waveguide’s
broad walls. The holes’ diameter is approximately the same as the diameter of the tube and
with their size significantly smaller than the guided wavelength the power loss due to the
holes can be assumed to be negligible.
The transmission and reflection characteristics are studied both numerically and experi-
mentally. The modelling of the device is done in CST Microwave Studio while the measured
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the measured results for the insertion loss when the fluorescent
lamp is OFF and ON.
S-parameters, are obtained through calibrated measurements using a vector network analy-
ser. A Short/Open/Load/Through (SOLT) calibration was performed with the calibration
reference plane being at the N-type connectors. In this experimental setup (Fig. 3.1), an AC
voltage of 230V (mains current) is applied to the fluorescent tube through a commercially
available electronic ballast, which is essential in order to start the lamp and regulate the
current through the lamp.
For the modelling of the fluorescent plasma source it has been assumed a uniform electron
density of 1.5 ¨ 1011 cm´3 inside the tube, based on previous experimental measurements of
the electron density for a fluorescent plasma lamp [13]. Also, instead of assuming the ideal
case with alluminium walls with no manufacturing imperfections, a more realistic modelling
approach has been used where defects are introduced at the joint between the top and bottom
part of the waveguide. A comparison of the measured and simulation results are shown in
Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 when the lamp is OFF and ON respectively. As can be seen, there is
some discrepancy between the experimental and simulation results, which can be attributed
to manufacturing tolerances and specifically to air gaps at the joint between the top wall
and sidewalls of the waveguide. This is also confirmed by simulation results obtained when
an airgap is introduced at the sidewalls of the waveguide. The results show an increase of
the insertion loss with increasing airgap. Although, an attempt to include this effect is made
by introducing a uniform airgap at the sidewalls, in practice, the two parts of the waveguide
are bolted together and thus non-uniform air gaps are created in between. Furthermore, the
plasma lamp characteristics have been modelled with the assumption of a uniform carrier
density along the plasma tube and based on measurement results from literature. Hence, in
the full-wave modelling only a rough approximation of the plasma characteristics is included.
Fig. 3.4. shows a comparison of the experimental results for the insertion loss, with and
without current flowing in the plasma tube. It can be noticed that there is a drop in the
insertion loss across the frequency band, giving an average drop of approximately 3 dB.
Moreover, modelling of the device with an array of plasma tubes placed inside the waveg-
uide has been conducted. In this case a more profound impact on the device performance
is noticed and particularly, for an array of three and four fluorescent tubes, with diameter
2r “ 20 mm and distance between adjacent lamps equal to λg{4 at 1.5 GHz, an average
ON-OFF switching ratio of approximately 4 dB and 6.5 dB, respectively is achieved. This
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Table 3.1: Average values of the simulated reflection and insertion loss for different number
of lamps.
1 Lamp 2 Lamps 3 Lamps 4 Lamps
Average S11 (dB) -4.8 -5.2 -4.2 -4
Average S21 (dB) -5.9 -6.5 -7.7 -11.2
Average ON-OFF ratio (dB) 2.8 3.3 4.1 6.5
effect is a result of the ionised gas inside the tube, which can be considered conductive when
the plasma frequency is larger than the frequency of the incoming microwave signal. These
results are summarised in Table 3.1
3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter a qualitative study of a microwave plasma switch is presented. With the
aim of using this preliminary experiment as a proof-of-concept demonstrator, an inexpensive
experimental setup was built consisting of an in-house manufactured aluminium waveguide
and a commercially-available fluorescent tube. Although there are some discrepancies be-
tween the measured and simulation results obtained, which are mainly due to manufacturing
tolerances and the simplified model for the plasma characteristics, the general concept of con-
trolling the microwave propagation with the use of a plasma column is demonstrated. In
the following chapters this concept will be applied in more complicated systems at THz
frequencies for the development of reconfigurable waveguide components, with the plasma
column being replaced by a photoconductive semiconductor material inside a miniaturised
waveguide.
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Design of a Novel THz
Waveguide Plasma Switch
In this chapter a novel design of a real-time tunable optically-controlled THz plasma switch
with high ON-OFF ratio is presented. The device consists of a metal-pipe rectangular waveg-
uide (MPRWG) partially filled with high resistivity silicon (HRS). The switch operates from
0.325 THz to 0.5 THz and is excited by a continuous wave (CW) laser source, thus photo-
induced conductive regions are created within the HRS emulating plasma behaviour. The
photoconductivity profile inside the HRS slab is described in detail and the performance of
the switch is studied using an industry standard electromagnetic modelling software package,
CST Microwave Studio. Various parametric studies are undertaken in order to evaluate its
performance. Furthermore, in order to provide deeper insight in the behaviour of the device,
a modal analysis is presented and its thermal characteristics are discussed.
4.1 Introduction
The last two decades there has been increasing commercial interest in the terahertz frequency
range. Very recently, the latest generation of Vector Network Analyser (VNA) waveguide
systems operating up to 1.1 THz was introduced, highlighting the need for THz waveguide
components at these frequencies. However, with the majority of the components forming
permanent structures, they suffer from poor reconfigurability. An efficient way to deal with
the above problem is the use of the photoconductivity effect. As explained in more detail
in Chapter 1, this optoelectronic approach has been widely used for the development of
optically-controlled microwave and millimeter-wave devices and shows a big potential for
THz applications as well.
This chapter presents a thorough study of a THz optically-controlled waveguide plasma
switch. The structure is excited by a continuous wave (CW) laser source, thus photoexcited
free carriers are generated inside the HRS slab creating highly conducting plasma regions.
The characterisation of the plasma regions inside the HRS slab is first undertaken with the
results used as an input to the full-wave electromagnetic modelling of the device. Also, a
parametric study is presented in order to investigate how the different parameters affect the
device performance, and optimise the design. A modal analysis describing the supported
modes in the partially filled waveguide is also given. Finally, an investigation on the thermal
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behaviour of the structure is presented.
4.2 Switch Analysis and Design
4.2.1 Photo-induced Plasma Characterisation
The electrical dark conductivity of a semiconductor is directly related to the mobility µe, µh
of the charge carriers (electron and holes) and carrier density n0, p0 and can be calculated
as [1–3]
σd “ e
`
n0µe ` p0µh
˘
(4.1)
By illuminating a semiconductor material with a laser beam, additional charge carriers are
generated in the semiconductor material. The resulting increase in the free carrier density
n1 “ p1 “ N yields an increase Ne`µe`µh˘ in the electrical conductivity –which is well-known
as photoconductivity– and therefore the total conductivity is
σ0 “ σd `Ne
`
µe ` µh
˘
(4.2)
However, for a high resistivity semiconductor material (i.e., HRS) it can be assumed that
its dark electrical conductivity is negligible (σd » 0), thus the total electrical conductivity is
equal to the photoconductivity caused by the incident electromagnetic radiation
σ0 “ Ne
`
µe ` µh
˘
(4.3)
Considering for simplicity an average effective mass for both electrons and holes rm˚ “
pm˚e `m˚hq{2, the carrier scattering relaxation time τ » rrm˚pµe ` µhqs{e and thus, (4.3) gives
σ0 “ Ne
2τrm˚ (4.4)
Using the Drude model from (2.20) the frequency-dependent complex conductivity due to
photo-induced carriers is
σpωq “ σ1pωq ´ jσ2pωq “ σ0
1` jωτ (4.5)
where σ1pωq “ σ0
1` ω2τ 2 and σ
2pωq “ σ0ωτ
1` ω2τ 2 . Thus, from (2.13) the effective relative per-
mittivity is given by
εr,effpωq “ ε1r,effpωq ´ jε2r,effpωq (4.6)
where ε1r,effpωq “ εr ´
ω2p
ω2 ` ω2τ and ε
2
r,effpωq “ ωτω
ω2p
ω2 ` ω2τ , with ωp “
a
Ne2{ε0 rm˚ and ωτ “ 1{τ
being the angular plasma frequency and angular scattering relaxation frequency, respectively.
Now, assuming a CW optical source the horizontal and vertical profiles of the photo-
induced conductivity can be expressed by (1.24) and (1.34). The increase in the carrier
density (due to the optical source) is calculated using Taurus Medici TCAD [4]. The optical
illumination power density is assumed to be 40 W{cm2, the wavelength of the laser source is
λ “ 970 nm, corresponding to the laser wavelength used in the experimental setup, and the
beam width of uniform illumination is assumed to be 50 µm. A power density of this value
has been chosen since it corresponds to a relatively low incident power (1.5 mW) and thus
there is no requirement for a high power laser source. Moreover, using a laser illumination of
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Figure 4.1: Bulk DC photoconductivity for double-sided laser illumination with (a) λ “
970 nm and (b) λ “ 808 nm. (c) Discretised regions with λ “ 970 nm. The horizontal
distance corresponds to the x-direction and the vertical depth to the y-direction.
this power density prevents significant temperature rise, as will be explained in more detail
in Section 4.4. The distribution of the DC photoconductivity within a 280 µm thick high
resistivity silicon (HRS) substrate when illuminated from both sides, is shown in Fig. 4.1.
As can be seen the maximum occurs at the beam center and at a depth of 50 µm. As a
comparison, the photoconductivity distribution of a 808 nm laser source, which is commonly
used for CW-mode optically-controlled structures [3], is also shown in Fig. 4.1(b). As can
be seen, the maximum is located closer to the substrate surface, at a depth of 20 µm and
decreases steeply thereafter. Hence, using a laser source of 970 nm provides larger regions
of high carrier density inside the HRS slab. This is required with thicker substrates (here
280 µm) in order to achieve larger light penetration depth and thus avoid low conductivity
regions at the center of the substrate. Using the numerical simulation results of the photo-
induced carrier density and taking into account the Drude model for the conductivity, the
vertical and horizontal distribution of the real part of the photoconductivity is calculated
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Figure 4.2: Real part of photoconductivity for λ “ 970 nm as a function of frequency (a)
along the horizontal direction at a vertical depth of y “ 50 µm and (b) along the vertical
direction at x “ 0.
in the frequency range between 0.3 THz to 0.5 THz, (covering the operation frequency band
of the optoelectronic switch) as shown in Fig. 4.2. The photoconductivity values plotted in
Fig. 4.2(a) correspond to a vertical depth of 50 µm and the values plotted in Fig. 4.2(b)
correspond to the illumination beam center at x “ 0, where the photoconductivity peaks as
shown in Fig. 4.1(a). As can be seen both profiles decrease with increasing frequency as
expected, since the conductivity given by (4.5) is inversely proportional to the frequency.
4.2.2 Switch Design
The basic structure of the switch consists of a metal pipe rectangular waveguide (MPRWG)
with internal spatial dimensions aˆ b “ 560ˆ 280 µm2 (i.e., WR-2.2 standard [6]) as shown
in Fig. 4.3. A rectangular high resistivity silicon (HRS) slab with width d “ 150 µm, height
b “ 280 µm and 1.16 mm long linear tapered ends is centered in the cross-section of the
waveguide and placed in parallel to the side walls of the waveguide. The taper angle and
the corresponding length of the tapered ends have been chosen to provide good impedance
matching between the dielectric-filled and air-filled regions of the waveguide, as will discussed
later in greater detail [8–12]. Here, the intrinsic resistivity of silicon is 10 kΩ ¨ cm while its
dielectric constant εr “ 11.655 and loss tangent tan δ “ 0.0004, respectively, at 0.45 THz [7].
The HRS is illuminated with four spots of diameter 2r “ 50 µm, through aligned circular
apertures within the top and bottom broad walls of the MPRWG. The center-to-center
distance between the adjacent apertures is 300 µm. The optical illumination power density
is 40 W{cm2, the optical wavelength is 970 nm and the beam width of uniform illumination
is 50 µm.
The TCAD simulation results for the photoconductivity distribution within a HRS sub-
strate, presented in the previous section, as well as the detailed analysis in Chapter 1,
suggest, that the induced photoconductivity is inhomogeneous. Therefore, in order to accu-
rately model the interaction between the plasma and the incoming THz wave, discretisation
of the photoconductivity values is required for the full-wave simulation software (CST Mi-
crowave Studio [5]). To this end, in order to obtain an accurate plasma characterisation
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Figure 4.3: Perspective view of the THz optically-controlled switch with double-sided illumi-
nation. The switch consists of an air-filled metal rectangular waveguide partially-filled with
high resistivity silicon illuminated through circular apertures on the broad metal walls.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Cross sectional illustration of the structure depicted in Fig. 4.3 with double-
sided illumination and (b) top view of the photo-induced regions.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized electric field pattern at 0.45 THz. Top: Without laser illumination
and bottom: with double-sided laser illumination.
while keeping the total simulation time to a manageable level, each plasma region is divided
into 15 cocentric cylindrical sub-regions along the horizontal x-direction and 38 sub-regions
along the vertical y´direction, as shown in Fig. 4.4, where each region has constant pho-
toconductivity. Although all the sub-regions have the same 10 µm size along the horizontal
direction they are not equally sized along the vertical direction. As a result, the discretised
distribution of the photoconductivity gives a more accurate approximation of the continuous
profile when the illuminated regions are not evenly divided in the vertical direction [3]. It is
clear that, due to symmetry, the 3-dimensional distribution can easily be obtained from the
two 2-dimensional distributions by appropriate rotations about the axis of symmetry (i.e.,
the axis that passes through the center of the beam) as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Simulated reflection (blue curves) and transmission (red curves) characteris-
tics without laser illumination for (a) different slab taper length as shown on the right panel
(solid lines: 1.16 mm and dashed lines: 580 µm) and (b) different slab taper type as shown
on the right panel (solid lines: symmetrical and dashed lines: asymmetrical).
Using the combined optoelectronic-electromagnetic modelling strategy adopted here, the
electric field distribution within the waveguide can be generated, as shown in Fig. 4.5. It
can be seen that the input THz wave is mainly confined within the HRS slab, and hence,
choosing a slab width smaller than the width of the waveguide section, provides more efficient
switching when illuminating the slab, due to greater interaction with the plasma regions.
When the switch is optically excited (OFF state), effectively all of the incoming power is
either absorbed or reflected by the plasma regions and practically no power is transmitted
along the waveguide. On the other hand when the switch is in the ON state, the device
operates as a typical rectangular waveguide and hence most of the power is transferred from
the input to the output of the waveguide.
In order to further investigate the performance of the proposed switch design, various
parametric studies were undertaken. First, different taper lengths and types were simulated,
as shown in Fig. 4.6. A comparison of the reflection and transmission characteristics for
a taper length of 580 µm and 1.16 mm is shown in Fig. 4.6(a), whereas, a comparison of
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Figure 4.7: Simulated reflection (blue curves) and transmission (red curves) characteristics
(a) without laser illumination and (b) with laser illumination. Solid lines: 50 µm holes.
Dashed lines: 100 µm holes.
the power loss for two different taper types (i.e. symmetrical and asymmetrical taper) is
presented in Fig. 4.6(b). As can be seen, smaller taper angle provides better impedance
matching. However, a further increase of the taper length (beyond 1.16 mm) does not
improve the device performance significantly and results in increased mechanical fragility.
A significant increase in the physical length of the transformer, combined with the small
cross-section of the slab, makes it vulnerable to breakage during assembly. To overcome
this, the use of non-linear tapered ends (e.g., exponential) has been investigated in order to
further reduce the taper angle while keeping its length constant. However, with taper length
of 1.16 mm providing sufficiently good impedance matching, with a low risk of potential
damage during assembly, the simpler design of the linear symmetrical taper with length
1.16 mm and angle 8o is adopted.
Another parameter that has big impact on the performance is the size of the spots.
Specifically, the region of the slab that is being illuminated across its width needs to be
large, so that most of the propagating power is blocked. A parametric study of circular
windows with different diameter of 50 µm and 100 µm is presented. As can been seen in
Fig. 4.7 higher losses are introduced with larger hole radius since significant amount of the
incoming power is radiated through the holes. However, with larger hole aperture, a more
significant switching effect is obtained, since there is higher laser power absorption within
the silicon slab.
Moreover, a study for different distances between two adjacent holes is conducted, as
shown in Fig. 4.8, as well as a study of different number of holes. Changing the distance be-
tween the holes and hence the distance between discontinuities results in different reflection
characteristics. Also, as can been seen in Fig. 4.9 an ON-OFF extinction ratio of approx-
imately 30 dB is predicted with three circular holes on each broad wall of the waveguide,
while a higher ratio of approximately 50 dB is predicted with four holes. As expected more
plasma regions increase the level of ON-OFF ratio, but at the expense of longer device and
more laser power.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated reflection (blue curves) and transmission (red curves) characteristics
(a) without laser illumination and (b) with laser illumination. Solid lines: 300 µm distance
between adjacent holes. Dashed lines: 150 µm distance between adjacent holes.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated reflection (blue curves) and transmission (red curves) characteristics
(a) without laser illumination and (b) with laser illumination. Solid lines: 4 holes. Dashed
lines: 3 holes.
4.3 Modal Analysis
In partially-filled waveguides the supported modes in the general case are not transverse
electric (TE) nor transverse magnetic (TM) with respect to the propagation direction but
hybrid modes that can be characterised as longitudinal section electric (LSE) or longitudinal
section magnetic (LSM). A complete analysis of such hybrid modes is beyond the scope of
this work and can be found in [13, 14]. However, the dispersion characteristics for the LSEx
modes that are supported by the structure shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 can be obtained by
solving numerically the following modal equation
kx,a
kx,d
tanpkx,ddq ´ kx,d
kx,a
tan2pkx,awq tanpkx,ddq ` 2 tanpkx,awq “ 0 (4.7)
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Figure 4.10: LSEx modes in a partially-filled MPRWG. Solid lines: calculated values. Dis-
crete symbols: simulated values using a full-wave solver. The fundamental TEz10 mode for
an air-filled and HRS-filled MPRWG are also plotted. The light lines are also shown with
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where kx,a “
b
k20 ´
`
npi
b
˘2 ´ k2z and kx,d “bεrk20 ´ `npib ˘2 ´ k2z are the x-component of the wave
vector in the air and dielectric slab, respectively with k0 “ ω?µ0ε0 being the free-space wave
number and εr the relative permittivity of the slab. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.10
where the cut-off frequencies for some of the LSEx modes are shown. Here, only the LSEx
modes are shown because the waveguide is excited with the fundamental TE10 mode and as
such only the LSEx modes can be excited. However, because there is no discontinuity along
the vertical direction, only the LSExm0 modes can be excited and due to symmetry only the
LSExm0 with odd m can actually be excited. Thus, for the switch described previously, the
fundamental LSEx10 mode has a cut-off frequency at 0.102 THz while the first higher order
mode (i.e, LSEx30) can be excited above 0.535 THz. For comparison, the cut-off frequency of
an air-filled WR-2.2 waveguide is 0.268 THz while for a HRS-filled WR-2.2 waveguide is 78
GHz.
4.4 Thermal Analysis
In addition to the previous analysis, a thermal study is carried out in this section in order
to take into account the heating effects from both the laser illumination and the waveguide
excitation. When the device is connected to a power source electromagnetic losses will be
introduced in the semiconductor block as well as on the waveguide metallic walls which cause
the device to heat up. Moreover, the structure is excited by a CW laser source which results
in further rise in temperature. However, at higher temperatures within the HRS slab, more
electrons have enough energy to jump into the conduction band resulting in higher carrier
concentration and thus higher conductivity within the HRS slab.
Specifically, a 2.5 mW power source [15], operating at 0.45 THz, is considered. Further-
more, in order to include the heating effect introduced by the laser source, a heat source
of 1.5 mW is assigned at the surface of the HRS slab. This laser power corresponds to a
measured power density of 40 W{cm2 for a laser current of 1 A. Thus, the worst case scenario
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is considered where all the incident laser power is absorbed by the HRS slab. Moreover, the
heat source has been designed as an array of four laser beams with beamwidth matching the
size of the holes on the top and bottom walls. However, during the experiment, one large
laser spot with diameter of approximately 3 mm was used to illuminate the holes on each
waveguide wall. Thus, in the thermal modelling of the device it is assumed that the heating
effect on the large metal walls is negligible due to the fast heat diffusion rate which results
in better cooling of the gold walls. The steady-state temperature is calculated using CST
Multiphysics Studio with Fig. 4.11 showing the temperature distribution in the structure,
using an ambient temperature of 20oC (i.e. room temperature). It is obvious that the tem-
perature inside the dielectric has not significantly increased reaching a maximum value of
approximately 23.5oC. When the heat source power is increased to 4.5 mW, corresponding
to a laser current of 2 A the temperature increases further with a maximum value of 26.5oC.
In view of the above, it can be assumed that such a temperature increase will not have a
significant influence on the material’s conductivity and thus can be neglected.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature distribution for 1.5 mW laser power. Top: at the surface of the
HRS slab. Bottom: side view.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a new design of a terahertz optically-controlled waveguide plasma switch has
been presented. The photoconductivity profile inside the dielectric slab has been studied
extensively and a characterisation of the generated plasma is given. The switch design has
been optimised through various parametric studies, while a modal analysis and a study of the
thermal effects due to the laser illumination are presented. A detailed discussion about the
switch behaviour and operation is presented alongside with its performance characteristics.
Following the successful implementation of the plasma switch, various prototypes have been
fabricated and experimentally tested, as will be presented in great detail in the following
chapter.
The modelling results presented in this chapter show that the use of a combined opto-
electromagnetic approach opens up completely new horizons in the design of real-time re-
configurable integrated terahertz devices, where various components can be implemented
simply by adjusting the light pattern and the geometric characteristics of the beam spots.
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Chapter 5
Fabrication and Experimental
Verification
Based on the design and simulation results reported in the previous chapter, the microfabri-
cation process and experimental verification of a WR-2.2 rectangular waveguide switch are
presented in detail. The device has been fabricated using bulk silicon-based microfabrica-
tion techniques with the waveguide being fabricated in two halves employing the split-block
method. The overall fabrication process comprises four major steps, namely the manufactur-
ing of the bottom die, top die, HRS slabs and waveguide flanges. Details of each individual
step and the various sub-processes for optimum outcome are also given with potential is-
sues that may significantly compromise quality being discussed. Moreover, the assembly
of the prototypes is thoroughly explained with two different alignment approaches being
investigated; a self-aligned approach (attached to the experimental setup) with the use of
standard waveguide flanges and a second approach using plastic holders (detached from the
experimental setup) offering increased flexibility in terms of spatial movement. Furthermore,
the experimental setup for obtaining the behaviour of the prototypes is presented and the
measured responses of the devices are discussed.
5.1 Microfabrication Process
The patterns/features on the devices are created using the method of Deep Reactive-Ion
Etching (DRIE) [1–4]. This is an anisotropic etching method which uses the Bosch process
(which has been originally developed by Bosch Inc.) [5] in order to create deep features
i.e., high aspect ratio structures with vertical side walls. This process is applied in cycles
with each cycle consisting of two steps, an etching step and a passivation step with sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6) being used in the former and octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8) in the latter.
In the first step, dry chemical etching with almost vertical ion bombardment (i.e. isotropic
plasma etch) is applied for a few seconds (typically 10-20 seconds) resulting in a silicon
substrate etching depth of approximately 1 µm. Then, during the passivation cycle, the
surface of the silicon substrate is coated with a “teflon-like” substance, forming a passivation
layer, in order to protect the surface of the side walls from further etching. Next, because
of the directional ion bombardment the plasma etches the passivation layer at the bottom
of the features but not at the side walls. Once the protective layer is removed (i.e. etched),
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the microfabrication process for the bottom die. First step is shown
on the top left panel with the next one following underneath.
the silicon below the passivation layer is etched. As a result, the total etching time consists
of a large number of small isotropic etch steps with each one etching only 0.5 µm to 1 µm of
silicon. This approach results in more vertical features.
5.1.1 Bottom Die Fabrication
Although the aim is to use DRIE to pattern the silicon substrate, there are specific pho-
tolithography steps that need to be followed first, as shown in Fig. 5.1 [6–9]. First, a 100 mm
diameter, single side polished, silicon wafer with thickness 525 µm and crystal orientation
ă 1 0 0 ą, is dehydrated in the oven to remove the absorbed water from the wafer sur-
face; the absorbed water is the result of exposing the silicon surface to the the clean room
ambient conditions (i.e. humidity). An adhesion promoter, namely hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS), is then applied on the substrate by spinning a diluted solution onto the wafers in
order to promote the adhesion of the photoresist. Next, the silicon substrate is spin-coated
with AZ9260 photoresist, resulting in a resist film with expected thickness of approximately
10 µm [10]. The thickness of the photoresist is selected by taking into account the etch rate
of the photoresist in comparison to the etching rate of silicon. Specifically, the etch rate
of AZ9260 has been estimated to be 0.04 µm{min, while silicon etch rate is in the range of
2´ 3 µm{min. Hence, a ratio of 1 µm of photoresist for every 48 µm of silicon is necessary.
After coating the substrate with photoresist, it is heated on a hotplate in order to reduce
the solvent concentration of the resist film (i.e. softbake). This step is necessary in order
to prevent photoresist contamination on the photomask (i.e. photoresist sticking on the
mask) and improve the adhesion between photoresist and substrate. Moreover, it helps to
minimise the dark erosion of the photoresist during development of the photoresist and avoid
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Figure 5.2: Fabrication process of the support wafer used during DRIE of the bottom dies.
bubbling of the solvent during dry etching. However, before exposing and developing the
photoresist, it needs to rehydrate because water concentration drops during softbake. This
is necessary since a certain water concentration is reqired during exposure in order to have
a high development rate. Therefore, during the rehydration step, which is a delay time step
between softbake and exposure, the missing water diffuses from the surrounding air into the
photoresist film. However, sufficiently high air humidity of approximately 45% is needed for
this proocess. The desired pattern is then transferred onto the wafer by selective exposure of
the photoresist under ultraviolet (UV) radiation, with exposure wavelength of 360 nm using
the Q4000 Quintel Mask Alignment System. During exposure, the chemical structure of
the photoresist changes, becoming more soluble in the developer. Specifically, for positive
photoresists, as the one used in this case, the parts of the photoresist which will be exposed
through the pattern on the mask, are cleared by the developer solution and thus, on the
mask the transparent regions are the ones which are going to be etched.
After exposure, the photoresist is developed using AZ 400K developer. In general, the
developing time is reduced by increasing the exposure time. However, it is important to
balance out these two factors because in the case that the photoresist is over-exposed, dark
photoresist areas close to the exposed areas may also be illuminated and hence, cleared
features after development are wider than expected. Also, in practice even the unexposed
parts of the photoresist will start becoming soluble to the developer after a certain time and
therefore over-developing should be avoided. Moreover, it is important to notice that any
gaps between the mask and the photoresist surface or a rough substrate surface results in
exposing parts of the photoresist that were meant to be dark. Finally, low power oxygen
plasma treatment is then applied for a short time (approximately 3 min) in order to remove
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Figure 5.3: Fabricated WR-2.2 rectangular waveguide with four circular holes with 50 µm
diameter. (a) Perspective view, (b) zoom in of the holes and (c) detailed view of a hole.
any photoresist residuals or thin photoresist film observed at the surface of the cleared
features.
The above process is first applied on the rear (non-polished) side of a silicon wafer to
form the pattern of the circular “windows” at the bottom of the waveguide. The pattern is
then transferred to a depth of 245 µm by DRIE. It should be emphasized that the pattern
transferred onto the wafer includes features with three different sizes, 50 µm, 70 µm and
100 µm. Each of these corresponds to a different etch rate. Thus, for a given etch time,
various etch rates are observed and since we aim all the features need to be etched down at
least to 245 µm longer etch time is required.
Next, the bulk photoresist is stripped with acetone and then the wafer is rinsed with
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) using ultrasonic agitation in order to remove the photoresist con-
taminated acetone and with deionized (DI) water at the end. Subsequently, any photoresist
residuals are removed using Shipley Microposit Remover 1165 with the wafer being sub-
merged in a heated bath at 70 ˝C for 30 min. Finally, high power oxygen and argon plasma
clean (using Asher) is applied in order to remove any remaining photoresist at the wafer’s
surface. In our case, it is critical to remove any organic contamination from previous process-
ing or any particles from the cleanroom environment since a second photolithorgaphy will
then be applied on the back surface of the wafer. However, with significant contamination,
piranha etch (i.e. using a mixture of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2))
should be used to clean silicon wafers, although not recommended unless required.
A second lithography step is performed on the top side (polished-side) of the wafer for the
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Figure 5.4: SEM picture of the deep waveguide channel cross-section from a silicon wafer
processed with DRIE at an angle of (a) 90o with respect to the wafer’s primary flat and (b)
45o with respect to the wafer’s primary flat.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the pattern alignment on the silicon wafer during DRIE processing.
Left-hand side: Top view. Right-hand side: Detailed view.
fabrication of the rectangular waveguide sections, which is similar to the process performed
on the back side. As explained previously, after a substrate dehydration step, an adhesion
promoter is applied on the silicon wafer followed by spining a photoresist film on the surface.
A softbake and rehydration step are performed before exposure of the photoresist. In order to
obtain good alignment of the features on both sides of the wafer (i.e. the circular “windows”
on the rear side aligned with the waveguide pattern on the front side) alignment marks are
patterned opposite to each other on both surfaces of the wafer, as will be explained in greater
detail in the following section. Once the wafer is exposed and the photoresist is developed,
the waveguide pattern is transferred down to meet the original back-etch by DRIE.
Prior to etching, the process wafer (i.e. wafer having the devices) needs to be mounted
onto a carrier wafer. This is necessary since the final structures detach from the process
wafer when the etch has gone through the wafer thickness, damaging the chuck by exposing
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Table 5.1: Waveguide bottom die fabrication process steps.
Fabrication Step Process Parameters
1. Rear side patterning
Lithography 10 µm
– HMDS Spin: 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm, 90 sec
– AZ9260, 10 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 2000 rpm, 2000 rpm/s, 60 sec
Spin (3rd run): 3000 rpm, 3000 rpm/s, 2 sec
– Softbake (HP): 60 ˝C for 5 min, 100 ˝C for 15 min
– Exposure: 600 mJ{cm2
– Develop: AZ400K:DI 1:4 for 5 min
DRIE 245 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 128 min
Resist Strip
– 1165 @ 70 ˝C immersion (30 min)
– DI rinse, O2 plasma clean (10 min)
2. Front side patterning
Lithography 10 µm Same as in step 1
DRIE
Etch through to the support wafer in steps of
15 min with 15 min cooling in between
Resist Strip Same as in step 1
3. Support wafer
preparation
Lithography 10 µm Same as in step 1
DRIE 200 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 4s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 100 min
SiO2 layer 1100
˝C for 24 hours
Bond with device wafer Cool grease, 65 ˝C for 2 min
4. Metallise rear side Sputter coating 30 nm Cr (adhesion), 550 nm Au
5. Metallise front side Sputter coating Same as in step 4
it to the plasma. However, when using a carrier wafer there are several issues which need
to be taken into account. In general, during DRIE the wafer is mechanically clamped to
the chuck with Helium flowing between the chuck and the wafer for backside wafer cooling.
When bonding the wafer under process with a carrier wafer a thermally conductive material
is used in order to keep the process wafer at a constant temperature. However, bonding two
silicon wafers together using some adhesive (e.g. photoresist, cool grease) inevitably changes
the wafer temperature and in turn the actual etch. Especially, in this case, with deep features
etched at the back side of the process wafer, the thermal contact between the sample and
the support wafer will be poor resulting in rise of the sample’s temperature. Therefore, with
the etch process being sensitive to the wafer temperature, higher temperature could cause
distortion in the features’ size. An alternative way, which has been proven to improve the
thermal contact between the support and sample wafer, is the use of cool grease. However,
with the latter approach, wafer etching residuals of cool grease are trapped into the back
side features and contaminate the wafer surface.
In order to overcome the above issues, a 5 mm wide support ring is formed at the perimeter
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Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of an RF sputtering system.
of the carrier wafer prior to wafer bonding, by reactive ion etching, on which the process
wafer is mounted using cool grease, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The carrier wafer then undergoes
thermal oxidation (using a box furnace). During this process, a thin silicon dioxide layer
(approximately 1 µm) is formed at the surface on both sides of the wafer, with the oxide
layer acting as an etch stop during DRIE of the process wafer. The thermal oxidation is
performed at 1100 ˝C, at which temperature the oxygen from the air diffuses into the silicon
and reacts with it, forming silicon dioxide. Although, the use of the support ring improves
the cooling of the sample, it has been found that it is still necessary to reduce the etch time
to 15 min and let the sample cool for 15 min between etch steps using the gas flow as a
means of cooling. The fabricated bottom die is shown in Fig. 5.3, where a perspective view
of the waveguide channel and a more detailed view of the holes is presented.
In Fig. 5.4 a cross-section of the fabricated waveguide is shown. The difference between
the two samples is that in the second sample the silicon substrate has been etched with the
pattern edges having 45° alignment with respect to the primary wafer flat (Fig. 5.5), with
the silicon substrate having a silicon crystal orientation ă 1 0 0 ą. In this case etching the
Si results in more vertical sidewalls. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a) the sidewalls of the sample
etched with an angle of 90° are negatively tapered with an angle of approximately 87° while
the sidewalls sample in Fig. 5.4(b) are tapered with an angle of approximately 89°.
Finally, both sides of the structure are coated with gold (Au). However, a 30 nm seed layer
of chromium (Cr) needs to be first sputtered on the silicon surface in order to improve the
adhesion between the Au layer and silicon substrate. Then a 550 nm layer of Au is sputtered
on the front side of the wafer to form the metal walls of the waveguide. In general, a wall
thickness of approximately 5 skin depths is regarded as being enough to ensure complete
isolation. However, a limiting factor with sputtering thick layers is the stress that builds
up in the layer during the process. As a result, if the deposited film is too thick it will
break or lose adhesion. Nevertheless, for thicker films different techniques can be used
(e.g. electroplating), resulting in higher surface roughness of the deposited film compared to
sputter deposition and hence have not be considered in this case. In view of the above, the
thickness of the Au has been chosen to be approximately 4.5 times the skin depth at 0.325
THz. During sputter deposition, atoms are ejected from a solid target material (i.e. Au
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Figure 5.7: Alignment marks on the darkfield photomasks. (a) Alignment marks on the first
photomask and (b) alignment marks on the second photomask. Features in blue colour are
clear on the photomask. (c) Alignment features (light grey) on the back side of the wafer
and alignment marks on the photomask (dark grey).
target) onto a substrate (e.g. silicon wafer), as shown in Fig. 5.6. The atoms’ ejection is due
to bombardment of the target by incident particles (i.e. argon atoms), which are supplied by
a plasma source, with high kinetic energy. These particles cause adjacent energetic collisions
of atoms in the target. When the latter reach the surface of the target with energy higher
than the surface binding energy, atoms are ejected. The Au sputter deposition has been
conducted in 10 minutes steps with 10 minutes cooling in between.
Also, prior to Cr or Au deposition at the sample’s surface, the sample is plasma cleaned
using Ar atoms which are large in size and can physically remove any particles at the sample’s
surface. Moreover, before deposition, Au and Cr targets are pre-sputtered in order to clean
the target surface. This is particularly necessary for the Cr target, since the surface of the
target is oxidised when exposed to ambient air. The same process is being used for the
back side of the samples as well, in order to create a 550 nm reflective layer on the silicon
substrate. The processing steps explained in detail previously are summarised in Table 5.1
5.1.2 Back-Side Alignment
In order to form the bottom die, the silicon is patterned using two photomasks. The first
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Figure 5.8: Top view of four circular holes etched on the top die with diameter of (a) 50 µm
(b) 70 µm (c) 100 µm (d) 150 µm.
mask, which is used to pattern the rear side of the substrate, includes the circular holes and
the second mask consists of the rectangular waveguide sections. In this case the features on
both sides need to be aligned and hence, alignment marks are included on both photomasks,
as shown in Fig. 5.7, and are located on both far ends of the mask.
Backside alignment is achieved by using infrared (IR) illumination, since the normal
semiconductor materials (e.g. silicon) are transparent to IR wavelengths –which is normally
invisible to the human eye but visible to some video cameras– providing images of the
pattern on the back side of a substrate. Specifically, the mask aligner chuck allows the
introduction of an IR light source under the wafer [11]. This is accomplished by two cavities
created in the chuck into which a fiberoptic light cable is introduced, allowing the light to
be directed upwards to the back of the wafer. Then by adjusting the stage and using a high
magnification microscope the alignment marks on the mask are aligned with the back-side
alignment features, which have already been etched, as shown in Fig. 5.7(c).
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Figure 5.9: Partial view of the top die. The release channel and one release tab (which are
used to release the device from the rest of the wafer) also shown.
The alignment marks have been placed strictly inside the region of the wafer which
is visible using the IR light and must also fit within the field of view of the microscope
objectives. In order to achieve accurate alignment in the x, y and θ orientations, three cross
structure alignment marks with various sizes are included on both masks, as shown in Fig.
5.7(a)-(b). The misalignment offset using these alignment marks is 10 µm (which is also the
resolution of the printed photomask).
5.1.3 Top Die Fabrication
Next, after the fabrication of the bottom die, the top die is developed using again a 100 mm,
ă 1 0 0 ą, single-sided polished, 525 µm thick silicon wafer. The top half forms the top broad
metal wall of the waveguide with circular “windows” in the centre. Similar lithography steps
are applied here as well, with the only difference of a thicker photoresist film. Specifically,
in this case the polished side of the wafer is spin-coated with a 15 µm photoresist film. The
reason for using a thicker photoresist layer is the low etch rate of the 50 µm features which
need a total time of approximately five hours in order to etch through. With an etch rate
of 0.04 µm{min approximately for the AZ9260 photoresist, a film of 10 µm would be etched
away after approximately 4 hours and 15 minutes and hence a thicker layer is required.
Also, the sample wafer needs to be mounted on a carrier wafer before etch through, as
described previously. Thus, after dehydrating the carrier wafer in the oven for 30 min a
thin layer (2 µm) of S1813 photoresist is spun on the entire wafer surface which acts as an
adhesion between the carrier wafer and sample. Then the sample is placed on the carrier
wafer and alignment between the two wafers is obtained using the primary flats. Next, the
wafers are bonded together by applying light pressure on the sample and they are baked
on the hotplate at 100 ˝C for 3 minutes until the photoresist is fully baked. Otherwise, any
remaining liquid forms bubbles during DRIE, resulting in poor thermal contact. The sample
is then etched through for 5 hours and 15 minutes using DRIE.
However, different size features included on the same wafer result in different etch rates
and therefore, significantly different total time needed for the different features to etch
through. In particular, with smaller features corresponding to lower etch rate, large surface
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Table 5.2: Waveguide top die fabrication process steps.
Fabrication Step Process Parameters
1. Patterning
Lithography 15 µm
– HMDS Spin: 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm, 90 sec
– AZ9260, 15 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 60 sec
Spin (3rd run): 4000 rpm, 4000 rpm/s, 2 sec
– Softbake (HP): 60 ˝C for 5 min, 100 ˝C for 15 min
– Exposure: 600 mJ{cm2
– Develop: AZ400K:DI 1:4 for 5 min
DRIE 425 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 255 min
Bond with device wafer
DRIE 100 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 60 min
Resist Strip
– 1165 @ 70 ˝C immersion (30 min)
– DI rinse, O2 plasma clean (10 min)
2. Support wafer
preparation
Lithography 2 µm
– S1813, 2 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 40 sec
– Softbake (HP): 110 ˝C for 2 min
DRIE 200 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 4s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 60 min
3. Metallise rear side Sputter coating 30 nm Cr (adhesion), 550 nm Au
4. Metallise front side Sputter coating Same as in step 3
area features are over-etched. In order to balance this effect, the size of the features on the
mask are in the range of 50 µm to 100 µm (Fig. 5.8). Again, both sides of the wafer were
sputtered coated with Cr and Au (with a thickness of 550 nm) forming the final broad metal
wall of the waveguide on the polished side and a reflective layer on the non-polished side.
In Fig. 5.8 a top view of the etched circular holes with different aperture size is shown. The
devices are then released from the rest of the wafer through the release channel using release
tabs, as shown in Fig. 5.9. The above processing steps are given in Table 5.2
5.1.4 HRS Slabs Fabrication
The fabrication of the tapered HRS slab, as shown in Fig. 5.10, is conducted in two steps.
First, a HRS wafer (i.e. indicated wafer resistivity of ą 10 kΩ¨cm with ˘30% resistivity tol-
erance) with initial thickness of 525 µm is thinned down to a final thickness of approximately
280 µm using isotropic reactive ion etching (RIE). During this process, the silicon substrate
is being bombarded by SF6 ions, with high plasma power. Although the initial wafer surface
is polished (with indicated total thickness variation ă 5 µm), after RIE, the surface is no
longer optically flat with an expected etch rate variation of 10% across the wafer surface.
For a total etch depth of 245 µm, a final thickness variation of approximately ă 25 µm is
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of a HRS tapered slab.
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Figure 5.11: Measured wafer thickness variation. Dark red corresponds to the reference value
(∆h “ 0) and dark blue corresponds to maximum thickness variation.
expected. After inspection of the wafer, using an optical profilometer, the thickness across
the wafer has a maximum measured variation of ∆h ă 30 µm as shown in Fig. 5.11, matching
the estimated value. However, the thickness changes rapidly close to the edge of the wafer,
resulting in smaller total thickness near the edge, and hence this part of the wafer is not
being used for device fabrication. The thickness variation across the surface from the center
of the wafer to a diameter of 90 mm is approximately 15 µm.
Once the wafer thickness is adjusted to the internal height of the rectangular waveguide,
the slabs are developed using photolithography and DRIE on the processed wafer. As al-
ready explained, in order to pattern the slabs on the wafer surface, AZ9260 photoresist is
spin-coated and the wafer is etched through after being mounted on a carrier wafer using
resist S1813 as an adhesion layer. The photoresist is then stripped using Shipley Microp-
osit Remover 1165 and any photoresist residuals are then removed using oxygen and argon
plasma, as given in Table 5.3. A tapered fabricated slab placed inside the waveguide is shown
in Fig. 5.12
5.1.5 Waveguide Flange Fabrication
This section describes the fabrication of waveguide flanges used to provide good alignment
between the sample and waveguide heads used in the experimental setup. As described
in the previous sections, photolithography was used to transfer the pattern of the flanges
onto the wafer. The processing steps are the same as the ones explained in section and
are summarised in Table 5.4. Then the process wafer is bonded with a backing wafer and
the pattern is etched through using DRIE. The photoresist is then removed using organic
solvents and finally the silicon wafer is cleaned with plasma in order to remove any organic
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Figure 5.12: Scanning electron microscope pictures of the waveguide having spatial dimen-
sions of aˆ b “ 560ˆ 280 µm2. The HRS tapered slab and the leaf springs are also shown.
contamination. Both sides of the wafer are then sputtered-coated with chromium and gold
forming a layer of 550 nm.
The flange connection face has been designed according to the WR-2.2 waveguide flange
standard, including etched holes for bolts and dowel pins which are used to ensure accurate
alignment as shown in Fig. 5.13. Also, a rectangular aperture with spatial dimensions
10.02 ˆ 1.07 mm2 has been created so that the final waveguide device can fit into. Finally,
Table 5.3: HRS slabs fabrication process steps.
Fabrication Step Process Parameters
1. Thinning RIE isotropic 245 µm (STS ICP) – Recipe: Isotrop 4 (stored on STS system)
2. Patterning
Lithography 10 µm
– HMDS Spin: 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm, 90 sec
– AZ9260, 10 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 2000 rpm, 2000 rpm/s, 60 sec
Spin (3rd run): 3000 rpm, 3000 rpm/s, 2 sec
– Softbake (HP): 60 ˝C for 5 min, 100 ˝C for 15 min
– Exposure: 600 mJ{cm2
– Develop: AZ400K:DI 1:4 for 5 min
DRIE 180 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 60 min
Bond with device wafer
DRIE 100 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 30 min
Resist Strip
– 1165 @ 70 ˝C immersion (30 min)
– DI rinse, O2 plasma clean (10 min)
3. Support wafer
preparation
Lithography 2 µm
– S1813, 2 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 40 sec
– Softbake (HP): 110 ˝C for 2 min
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Figure 5.13: WR-2.2 standard waveguide flange. (a) Schematic and (b) fabricated.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: Illustration of (a) a bottom die consisting of a WR-2.2 waveguide with four
circular holes for laser illumination. (b) Illustration of the bottom die as shown in (a)
including a HRS tapered slab. Two square holes placed at the two opposite corners of the
die are used for alignment of the top and bottom dies.
the waveguide section and the flange are joined using epoxy adhesive in order to provide
more stiff support.
5.2 Assembly of the Prototypes
The assembly of the final devices is performed with the aid of a microscope since their
dimensions are of the order of hundreds of microns and, therefore, a high degree of precision
is required. One of the challenges was to place the HRS slab inside the fabricated waveguide
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Table 5.4: Waveguide flanges fabrication process steps.
Fabrication Step Process Parameters
1. Patterning
Lithography 10 µm
– HMDS Spin: 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm, 90 sec
– AZ9260, 15 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 60 sec
Spin (3rd run): 3000 rpm, 3000 rpm/s, 2 sec
– Softbake (HP): 60 ˝C for 5 min, 100 ˝C for 15 min
– Exposure: 600 mJ{cm2
– Develop: AZ400K:DI 1:4 for 5 min
DRIE 400 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 135 min
Bond with device wafer
DRIE 125 µm (STS ICP)
– Recipe: Dark 3s (stored on STS system)
Duration: 45 min
Resist Strip
– 1165 @ 70 ˝C immersion (30 min)
– DI rinse, O2 plasma clean (10 min)
2. Support wafer
preparation Lithography 2 µm
– S1813, 2 µm thick
Spin (1st run): 500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, 10 sec
Spin (2nd run): 1000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 40 sec
– Softbake (HP): 110 ˝C for 2 min
3. Metallise rear side Sputter coating 30 nm Cr (adhesion), 550 nm Au
4. Metallise front side Sputter coating Same as in step 3
(Fig. 5.14). With the use of extra fine tip tweezers, in order to avoid damaging the leaf
springs, the slabs were put in place at the center of the waveguide. Since the width of the
dielectric slab is significantly smaller than the width of the waveguide the use of the leaf
springs is crucial in order to keep the slab in position during the experiment. The next step
was to form an electrical contact between the top and bottom half of the waveguide. With
both wafer surfaces in contact been polished, and thus optically-flat, after been metallised
with Cr/Au they formed a good electrical contact.
The two dies are then bonded using silver conductive adhesive. The adhesive is applied
at the Au/Au interface of the dies, through two square holes (etched through) on the top
die, providing mechanically and electrically stable bond. The top and bottom dies are first
aligned using an alignment apparatus shown in Fig. 5.15, in house-machined specifically for
these devices. Both dies are kept in alignment position by applying a small force through
a spring. The adhesive is then applied through two square apertures to achieve a void-free
large area bonding. Finally, the prototypes are bonded with the fabricated flanges using
epoxy adhesive, as explained in the previous section in more detail. An illustration of the
final device is shown in Fig. 5.16(a), whereas in Fig. 5.16(b) an alternative (sub-optimal)
alignment approach without flanges is shown, as will be discussed later.
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Figure 5.15: Alignment setup for aligning the two halves of the device.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: Two types of experimental setup used for the power loss measurement of the
prototypes. (a) The device is self-aligned with the fabricated flanges. (b) The device is
mounted on a plastic holder attached to a linear translation stage.
5.3 Experimental Verification
5.3.1 Resistivity Measurements
As explained in the previous chapter, it is necessary to use a high resistivity silicon substrate
in order to obtain highly conductive regions under laser illumination. However, with the
wafer having been exposed to plasma treatment, it is necessary to estimate the impact on
the resistivity of the substrate material. Therefore, the resistivity of the wafer is measured
using a four probe measurement setup, as shown in Fig 5.17.
The apparatus consists of four probes linearly arranged at a distance s from each other.
The probe diameter is 1.5 mm and the spacing between adjacent probes is approximately
2.5 mm. The resistivity of the substrate is measured by measuring the induced voltage drop
at the two inside probes when a constant current flows in the outer two probes, passing
through the unknown resistance of the sample. In order to reduce leakage currents, an
insulating material needs to be used as a boundary at the bottom of the semiconductor
sample. It is well known that the resistivity for an arbitrary shaped sample, when using
in-line probes with equal probe spacing can be calculated from [12]:
ρ “ 2piskV
I
(5.1)
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Figure 5.17: (a) Schematic configuration of a collinear four-probe array for resistivity mea-
surements and (b) experimental setup of the four-point probe station.
where V is the measured voltage drop between the inner probes, I is the constant current
source, s is the probe spacing and k is a correction factor. With the samples not being semi-
infinite in either the lateral or the vertical dimension the calculated resistivity value must be
corrected. Thus, the correction factor k is a function of the sample dimensions (i.e. thickness,
diameter for circular samples or width for square samples). When the sample thickness is
smaller than the probes spacing, with no significant interaction between thickness and edge
effects, k can be assumed to be the product of independent correction factors:
k “ k1k2k3 (5.2)
where k1 is the correction factor for sample thickness, k2 for sample dimensions, k3 for probes
placement relative to the sample’s edges. With an insulating boundary at the sample’s
bottom surface:
k1 “
t
s
2 ln
»—– sinh
´ t
s
¯
sinh
´ t
2s
¯
fiffifl
(5.3)
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Figure 5.18: Measured current as a function of the voltage drop across the probes for a HRS
wafer with 300 µm thickness.
Thus, for a thin sample (i.e. t ď s{2) it can be assumed that sinhx » x for x ăă 1 [12]:
k1 “ 1
2 ln 2
t
s
(5.4)
Moreover, the correction factor k2 with regard to sample size can be applied. For a circular
sample (e.g. silicon wafer) k2 can be calculated as [12]:
k2 “ ln 2
ln 2` ln
»————–
ˆ
D
s
˙2
` 3ˆ
D
s
˙2
´ 3
fiffiffiffiffifl
(5.5)
with k2 » 1 when the sample’s diameter is D ě 40s. In this case with s “ 2.5 mm k2 can be
assumed to be unity as the diameter of the wafer being measured is 100 mm. Finally, if the
probe distance from the wafer boundary is at least 3 to 4 probe spacings, it can be assumed
that there is no interaction between the probes and the edges of the wafer and thus k3 » 1.
Thus, for a thin sample which satisfy the conditions for k2 » 1 and k3 » 1, (5.1) and (5.4)
give [12]:
ρ “ 4.532tV
I
(5.6)
Therefore, by extracting the slope I{V from Fig. 5.18. (5.6) gives the sample’s resistivity
with sample thickness t. Using the measurement setup shown in Fig. 5.17 the resistivity of a
wafer (with initial indicated resistivity value of ą 10 kΩ¨cm ˘30%) has been measured before
and after plasma exposure for an initial thickness of 500 µm and final thickness of 300 µm.
In both cases the measured resistivity value was approximately 12.5 kΩ¨cm.
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Figure 5.19: Experimental setup for measuring the frequency response of the prototypes with
no flanges. A support arm extended from a 3-axis translation stage is used for alignment.
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Figure 5.20: Experimental setup for measuring the frequency response of the prototype with
the use of fabricated flanges for alignment.
5.3.2 Waveguide Measurements
In this experiment in order to measure the power loss of the fabricated prototypes two
different experimental setups are used. In the first setup, the sample is mounted on a
linear translation stage, with the use of a support plastic holder, providing x, y and z
translation, as shown in Fig. 5.19. Although this setup provides three degrees of freedom,
accurate alignment between the device and the Vector Network Analyser (VNA) heads is
very difficult to achieve and hence an insertion loss of approximately 10 dB is measured
across the frequency band from 0.325 THz to 0.5 THz.
Aiming for an improved alignment between the extender heads and the device under
test, a different approach is used. In this case flanges, having the same size as the flanges of
the extender waveguide heads, are fabricated from bulk silicon wafers and are coated with
chromium and gold as explained earlier. Alignment between the device and the extender
heads is obtained using the fabricated flanges, as they include pin holes which are used for
alignment with the flanges of the VNA heads (Fig. 5.20). Moreover, the two laser heads are
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Figure 5.21: Reflection (blue curves) and transmission (red curves) characteristics of a pro-
totype with four circular holes with diameter of 70 µm etched in both broad waveguide walls.
(a) Without laser illumination and (b) with laser illumination. Solid lines: Measured results.
Dashed lines: Simulated results.
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Figure 5.22: Measured results for the reflection (blue curve) and transmission (red curve)
characteristics of a WR-2.2 air-filled waveguide prototype. Four circular holes with diameter
of 50 µm are etched in both broad waveguide walls.
mounted on a mounting angle bracket so that the spot size on the sample can be adjusted.
An IR microcamera and a mirror are used in order to view the illumination spots on both
sides of the sample. The power loss (transmission and reflection characteristics) of different
samples is measured through fully calibrated measurements (SOLT). The results are shown
in Fig. 5.21.
As can been seen, an ON-OFF ratio of approximately 45 dB across the whole frequency
band is obtained. Also, a good agreement between the measured and simulated results
(obtained from CST Microwave Studio) is shown. When the device is not illuminated, an
insertion loss of approximately 5 dB is shown. This power loss can mainly be attributed to
the misalignment between the device and the extender heads and the poor electrical contact
between the heads and the device since they are not bolted together in our setup. Specifically,
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Figure 5.23: Experimental setup used to measure the laser power. (a) Schematic and (b)
illustration.
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Figure 5.24: Measured laser power density using the experimental setup in Fig. 5.23.
when the device is mounted on the heads with the flanges, a small air gap is introduced at
the interface, which results in a further increase of power losses. As can be seen in Fig.
5.22, where the measured reflection and transmission characteristics of a reference air-filled
waveguide are presented, the insertion loss is approximately 4.5 dB.
It is also interesting to note that by using HRS as the photoconductive material, a high
photo-induced carrier density can be obtained inside the slab, due to its characteristics and
mainly due to the longer carrier lifetime, when compared to other semiconductors. On the
other hand, the switching speed of the device is limited by the long carrier lifetime of the
HRS material, with the switching time between the ON and OFF state being dependent on
the charge carrier lifetime. Specifically, for a HRS this time is approximately 1 µs.
In this experimental setup, a large laser spot (which is estimated to be approximately
3 mm) is used, in order to illuminate all four circular holes etched on each waveguide wall.
Thus, only a fraction of the incident laser beam is actually absorbed in the HRS slab and
contributes in the photogeneration of free carriers inside the HRS slab, with the rest being
reflected from the gold surface of the waveguide wall. The laser power which contributes
to the photoexcitation of the HRS slab is measured with a power meter detector in the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.23. As can be seen in Fig. 5.24, the power density
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increases linearly with increasing current and specifically, for a laser current range of 0.7 A
to 2 A a power density range from 18 to 115 W{cm2 is measured.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the fabrication and experimental validation of the THz optically-controlled
waveguide switch prototypes are presented. All the fabrication and assembly steps for the
development of the prototypes are explained in detail. A further discussion of the challenges
involved during this process as well as during the testing of the devices is presented. A high
ON-OFF ratio is achieved with good impedance matching highlighting the good accuracy
levels both at the fabrication and assembly of the devices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, a novel optically controlled THz switch was presented as an illustrative compo-
nent of a more general approach to implementing optically controlled reconfigurable struc-
tures with the use of MPRWG components. The complete physical behaviour of the switch
has been studied in great detail whereas prototype devices, validating its behavior, have
been fabricated with their associated challenges being identified and discussed.
In order to obtain accurate and meaningful full-wave electromagnetic simulations a thor-
ough investigation of the various modelling approaches in commercial software packages has
been undertaken. This was necessary in order to fully explore their limitations and provide
guidelines, as well as deeper insight, in the modelling of arbitrary structures. With, this
exhaustive study, newcomers to the field of numerical EM simulators, as well as experienced
designers, will be able to predict the performance of passive metal-based THz components
with more confidence in the generated results.
Moreover, the photoconductivity effects have been studied independently first and then
in conjunction with the propagating electromagnetic wave. The inhomogeneous photocon-
ductivity inside a high resistivity silicon slab has been characterised and an accurate discreti-
sation of the photo-induced plasma regions is presented. Also, the thermal characteristics of
such devices have been studied in conjuction with the illuminating power. The temperature
distribution has been presented providing deeper insight. Finally, with manufacturing toler-
ances having a significant effect on the device performance at the terahertz frequency range,
the fabrication process has been presented in great detail with a view to highlight potential
issues; the most appropriate methodologies have been proposed and explained. Addition-
ally, the alignment challenges during the experimental setup have been discussed with two
different alignment methods being compared and contrasted. As it has been shown, even
small misalignment offsets may result in significant compromise in the device performance.
The presented technique can be applied as a generic approach to implementing novel
real-time tunable terahertz components such as power splitters, phase shifters, absorbers
and antennas. Hence, real-time tunable systems can easily be realised by employing such
components. Moreover, this method is inherently suited for fully integrated circuits where
the systems are patterned onto a HRS wafer. However, in this case the close proximity
of structures would make such systems more vulnerable to interference. As a result, an
investigation on the compromise in performance and limitations posed by interference would
be useful in order to optimise the design of integrated applications.
An alternative method to the metal-based waveguides for the guidance of THz radiation,
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is the use of dielectric waveguides (similar to optical fibers). With ongoing research on iden-
tifying sufficiently transparent materials at the terahertz frequency range (e.g. polymers),
dielectric-waveguides exhibiting low absorption losses could be adapted.
A different direction for further work would be the use of laser illumination to control
in real-time the pattern of metamaterials. With metamaterials having received a great
interest in recent years, this approach would offer the opportunity to change the geometric
characteristics (i.e. pattern) of the metamaterial structure resulting in a real-time optically
control response.
Alternatively, different illumination techniques can be studied in order to explore their
characteristics. For example, various modulated laser sources can be employed to investigate
the photoconductivity effects.
At terahertz frequencies the natural approach to manufacture this type of devices is
using cleanroom microfabrication techniques because of their accuracy and low tolerance
characteristics. However, a potentially strong candidate for cheap solutions in the future
would be 3D printing. Although this method is still in its infancy and currently limited by
the features size, in principle it could be used to create cost-effective components.
